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ABSTRACT OF }{.SC. TIIESIS

SUBI'IITTED BY

ROBERT S. i'4eDONALD

The fnfrared. Spectra in the 1300-1760 Crn-I Region

of Some Substituted Benzoíc Acids and. Their Salts

fn recent years many vorkers have d.iscussed. the possibility

of an intramofecul-ar hydrogen bond Ín salicyJ-ic acid. and. sodium

salicylate in aqueous solution. One paper by Chapnan, Lloyd and

Prince (31) suggested on the basis of infrared- spectra that this

chelated hydrogen bond must exist in sod,Íum salicylate in D20 sofu-

tion. Folloving this approach, the present work vas undertaken to

investigate by Ínfrared the evÍd.ence for such hydrogen bond.íng.

Varíous methods of approach vere attenpted. Firstly, in

order to compare the spectrum of sodiurn salicylate in D2O with

those acid salts vith no possibility of intramol-ecular hydrogen

bond.ing, the ínfrared. spectra in the carbonyl-stretchíng region

(f¡oo-r6lO cm-f) r,'ere obtained. for a series of forty-one o-: il-r

and. p- substituted benzoic acid salts in D20 solution. Most of

these data do not appear in the lÍterature so some correlations

of the results have been attempted.. From these d.ata alone, sod.ium

salicylate does not appear to be anomalous in its behavior.

Second-ly, the infrared spectra in thís same region of a

series of ten I+- and 5- substituted salicylic acÍd salts in D2O

were obtained and símil-ar correlations of the frequencies obtained

were attempted. for these data.
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To compare these results in D2o l¡íth those in a series

where an intra,molecular hyd.rogen bond is know.n to exist, the

infrared. spectra ín the carbonyl region of a series of nine )+-

and 5- substituted. salícylic acíd.s in carbon tetrachloride and

ehloroform lÍere recorded.. A statístical analysis of the results

of the l-ast two series was carried Out ar¡d. the results compared"

Again the conclusion was that sod.ium salicylate d.id. not exhÍbít

any anomalies that could be attributed to íntra.molecular hydro-

gen bond.Íng in the more polar solvent.

The spectra of benzoic, salÍcylic and p'hyd'roxy benzoic

acids and their salts were obtained in KBr d.isks and compared

wíth the spectra of the isoelectroníc series of nitrobenzene '

o- and. p- nítrophenols in I{3r and various polar and. non-polar

solvents. Trends in the frequencies thus obtained. were d'iscussed'

in terms of íntennolecular and intranolecular hydrogen bond"ing'
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TNTRODUCT]ON

Salicytic acÍd is known to exhibÍt íntramolecu.l-ar hydrogen

bond.ing in the crystalline state from work by Cochran (32) on

X-ray diffraction. In non-polar solvents, association stud.ies

have been carried out by Forbes and. Knight (63b) using ul-traviolet

absorption, Mumay and- Sundarcn {gZ) using infrared. techniques,

and. by Coetzee and Lok (34) an¿ Bruckenstei.n and Saito (28) usine

d.ifferential vapor pressure measurements. They all conclude tr¡¿¡ the

dimeric hyd.rogen bond. in salicylÍc acid is weaker than that in

benzoic acid due to the fower carbonyl group basicity in the forrner

caused by intramolecuLar hydrogen bond.ing.

However, in aqueous solution, where vater molecules l¡il-l

certainly compete with the phenolic hyd.roxy group to hydrogen bond.

r'rith the carbonyl group, the evid.ence for such a chel-ate is more

arnbÍguous.

The anoma.lously high acídity of salicylic acid. in aqueous

sol-ution compared to other monohyd.roxy benzoíc acids vas inter-

preted. by Branch and Yabroff (20) as Índ.icating stabilization of

the anion relative to the acid. by intramolecular hydrogen bonùing.

Other evid.ence of the chelate in aqueous sotution has been confined

to u]traviolet arid. infrared. absor¡tion d.ata. Most of the uftra-

violet evidence is not convincing however, and. l¡Íl-I be discussed

fater.
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Chaprnan et a1., (31) stud.Íed, the infrared spectra in the

carbonyl stretchíng regÍon of some d.iearboxylic acíd.s and. salÍcylic

acid. in D20 solution and varied the pH to fÍnd. first the carbonyl

stretchÍng frequency of the acid., and. then the asymmetric and.

synrnetríc stretchíng frequencÍes of the carboxylate group of the

monoanion and. d.ianion. A very high asynmetric carboxylate fre-

quency in sod.ium salicylate refatíve to that ín sodium benzoate

or d.isod.ium salicylate was suggested to indicate an ínternal

cheLate in sod.Íunr salicylate in D2O

Previous work in this laboratory has been carrÍed out in an

attenpt to further elucid.ate the structure of salicylic acid. and.

its monoanion in aqueous solutíon and. in non-polar solvents. Dunn

and Kung ( J2) studied the effect of \- and 5- substÍtuents on the

ionization constant of salÍcylic acíd. in aqueous solution. Theír

data were correlated. to both a simple Ha¡mett equatíon of the forrn:

1og {r}

and to the tr¡o para,neter Harønett equation:

K =oo
Ko

t"u 
fu 

= pt6t+pzoz- {2}

K and. Ko are the ionizatíon constants of the substituted. a¡rd unsub-

stituted salicylic acíd.s respectívely. Signra and sígmal are the sub-

stÍtuent constants referred. to the carboxyl group and. sigma2-refers

to the phenolic group. Rhol is a measure of the substituent effect

on the ionizatÍon of the carboxyl group by d.irect transmissÍon to
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the carboxyl group and. rho2 is the substÍtuentrs effect on the

carbocyl group ionization indÍrectly through the phenolic group.

Their d.ata l¡ere found not to correlate significantly better to

equatÍon {2} than to equation {I}. Thus the substituent effect is

not transferred. apprecíabJy through the phenolic group and thís r,ias

taken to suggest that if arry intramolecufar hyd.rogen bonding is

present Ít is very weak.

In contrast Dunn and. Penne" (53) found. that the half-neutrali-

zation potentials of 4- and 5- substítuted. salicyLic acids in ben-

zene solution {rvhere an intrarnolecular hydrogen bond. exists f-]Z)l

gave a much better fit to the mod.ified. two parameter Harnmett equation

than to the simple one. Thus there is considerable substituent effect

transferred. to the carbocyl group through the phenolÍc group.

It is, however, d.ifficult to reconeife the high acidity of

salicylic acid. ín aqueous soLution with the absence of an íntra-

moLecular hyd.rogen bond. so it r¡as d.ecid.ed. to follow up the work of

Chapman et al., (31) on the infrared. spectra of some substituted'

benzoic acid. satts íncluding salicylic ín D20 solution.

In some of the spectra of the substituted benzoic acÍd. salts

ín aqueous solution, the }arge nr¡rnber of peaks in the region stud.ied

made the assignment of the carboxylate peaks rather d'ífficuLt. In

these cases, isotopic substitutíon of oxygen-l8 in the carboxylate

ion was carried out to see whích peaks vere affected.
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The carbonyl frequencies of some substituted salicylic acíd.s

in chlorofort and. carbon tetrachlorid.e and of their salts in D2O

solution vere npasured and. the relative fits were found. to both

the simple one-paraneter {f} an¿ to the mod.ified. truo-parameter

{2} ilemn''ett equatÍons.



LITERATURE REVIE}J

I - SPECTRÁ], EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN BONDING

Hyd.rogen bond.ing involves a bivaLency of hyd.rogen whereby

the hyd.rogen atom is shared betveen tvo smaLL efectronegative atoms

(92). The ÍnteractÍon has been shorrrn to be almost pureJy electro-

static (66, Iti). By far the most coÍrmon ty¡re of hydrogen bond is

the one l¡here the hydrogen is shared by two oxygen atoms in a struc-

ture of the type -O-H....0-. Here ve vill discuss Ïryd.rogen bonding

of an alcohol-, pùrenoI or acid. molecule r¿ith an identical molecuf,e

{se1f-association} and. l¡ith a d.ifferent molecule, usually the solvent.

These are both ca}led. Ínterrnol-ecular hydrogen bond.ing. If the hy-

d.roxyl group, however, is hydrogen bonded. to an oxygen atom ín the

sane moLecuLe, this is cal"led. intramofecular hyd.rogen bond.ing and.

vill be díscussed in a later sectíon. The d.ifferences in the infrared

spectra of these two types of hydrogen bonding vilt be discussed in

some d.etaiL and. compound.s related. to salicylic acid. wÍ]l be considered.

(") INTEE¡{QIECUIAR HYpRoffi
(i) ALcohoLs and Phenols

These wil-l be díscussed only briefly as good general

reviews of the subject are gíven in Bellany 03b), Jones

and Sandorfy 98a), and Rao(136e)and references cited

therein.

In the vapor phase or in very d.ilute solutions of non-

polar solvents, alcohols and phenols are monomeric and the

free hydroxyl stretching frequency from 3650-3600 ct-I ís

observed. 9Ba). As the concentration of the hydroxylic

compound. is increased., the shar¡p monomer peak near 36OO cm-l
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decreases ín intensity and- is replaced by more intense,

broader bands at lover frequency (66). These peaks

change in contour in a complex lnanner with changes in

concentration. Often a peak attributed to the dÍmer

aÞpears between 3500 and 3l+50 cm-I in d.ilute solut,ions

and then as the concentration íncreases an even broader

band appears at stiLL l-ower frequency, 3400-3200 cm-f

attributed to polyrneric association (ff(¡) ). The breadth

and. complexíty of this band. is d.ue to the complexity of

polyners present ( 4 ). In very concentrated solutions

or in the pure liquid. or so1id, this pol¡rmeric peak Ís

usually the only one detectabl-e (Zg).

These dimeric and polymeric peaks appear at the expense

of the monomeric peak and. their sensitivity to concentra-

tion and. temperature changes have been reeognized to

involve tryd.rogen bond.ing. As the teniperature Íncreases or

concentratíon decreases, the intensity of the polymeric

bands decrease as the higher frequency band.s increase Ín

intensity (6, &+).

These peaks are all attributable to hydroxyl stretching

frequencies as, on deuteration, these band.s d'isappear and'

are replaced. by correspond.ing peaks in the o-D stretching

region betr¡een z65o ana z4oo cm-l (g8d.

The absence of normaf free hyd.roxyl absorption and. the

presence of a lor"¡er frequencyr Yery broad and intense band

is a criterion for hydrogen bonðinC (4, 87). This type of

association is drastical,ly affected by molecul-ar structure
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inand is d.ecreased. by increasing chain branchÍng

bourhood of the hydroxyl group (lZ).

the neigh-

As the concentratíon increases in a non-polar solvent,

r,¡here hydrogen bonding of the alcohol or phenol to the soL-

vent is negligible, the concentrations of monomer and. d.imer

can be calcuLated from Íntensity measurements. Consíd.eríng

a monomer-d.imer equilibriur only, then the d.egree of associa-

tion as a function of concentratÍon can be calculated.. Sini-

larly by varyÍng the relatíve amounts of dímer and. monomer by

varyíng the temperature, the energy of association can be

calculated (ld.

iniork sir¿iLar to this has been carried. out ín the second.

and. thírd. harronic regions at 7200-6?00 cm-I (L4) ana 12,000-

95OO cn-] ( 4, 6) respectively, &d símilar resufts were

obtaíned..

The d.egree of association is influenced. drastícaIly by

the polarity of the solvent. If the sofvent is a proton

aceeptor, as the polarity of the solvent increases solute-

solvent interaction íncreases at the expense of solute-sofute

interactíon. The hydroxyl band. wil-l be shÍfted. to lot*ter fre-

quency from the vapor phase value and broadened" (12il. Gordy

and. co-workers ( 74) nave studied the 0-D bond frequency shift

of methanol-d.1 and. D20 in varÍous solvents and. used. this shift

as a measr;re of theír relative proton attracting powers.

They found that the O-D band. frequency shift ís proportional

to the hydrogen bond. strength which ís proportional to the
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basic strength of the soLvent and increases ín the ord.er:

nitrobenzene (esters (ald.ehyd.es and ketones <ethers (amines.

Other workers lt5rtZ\¡nave studíed' the relation betveen

the 0....0 dístances, usually measured by means of X-ray

d.iffraction measurements on crystals, and the hydroxyl band.

frequency or the shift Ín frequency AV from the non-hyd.rogen-

bonded hydroxyl. This relationship Ís linear for strong

linear O-H. . ..0 hyd.rogen bond.s and. they found that as the

0....0 d.istance d.ecreased. the shift Av increased. Most

intermolecular hyd.rogen bonds are linear whíIe many intra-

molecular hydrogen bond.s are bent and those give a high

frequency d.eviation OZ5). For r,realrer hydrogen bonds, the

line is a curve such that sma11 changes in bond. length

produce larger changes in frequency shift. As the shíft

increases, the band becomes very broad., flat and. of low in-

tensity. fhese 0....0 distances and. hydroxyl frequency

shifts can afso be related. to the hydrogen bond. energy

deterrnineð from heats of vaporization and temperature depend-

ence of, band intensÍtÍes ( a ).

CalcuLatíons have been attempted. by various workers

ß6rll))to deduce theoretícalIy the energ'y of a hydrogen

bond, and. the frequency shíft and absorption intensíty of

the hyd.roxyl peak. The calculated. and. observed values agree

quíte rrell. The O-H....0 bond. vi}] be unsymmetrical r¡ith

the hydrogen closer to one oxygen than the other. Hotrever,

the hyd.roxyl bond will be lengtheneð on hyd.rogen bonding, the



force eonstant decreased. and. thus the hydroryl frequenry

r¡íLl d.ecrease and the peak will become broader. The band.

bread.th and. the frequency shift Âv are related. and. both

increase together.

(ii) Carborylic Acids

The free hydroxyl stretching frequency of a carboxylic

acid occurs in tlne 3160-3500 cm-t region and is a sharp,

intense peak only in the vapor phase at elevated tempera-

tures or in very dilute {beIor¡ O-OIM} solutions in non-

polar solvents. only und.er these conditions Ís the acid

essentially monomeric. In the vapor at room temperature,

in more concentrated. solutions of non-polar solvents and

Ín the liquid or solid state, this high frequency peak

d,isappears and is replaced. by very broad. hydroxyl absorp-

tion with submaxima between 30OO and 2500 cn-I. This d'is-

appeasance of free hyd.roxyl absorption ís taken to indicate

association through hydrogen bond.ing. More d.etail Ís given

in Bellamy (13c) ar¡d Jones and Sandorfy (98b).

The strength of such association is exemplified. not

only by the very large hydroxyl frequency shift relative to

that for alcohols but also by the persistence of the asso-

ciated. fom in the vapor and in dÍlute sof,utíons in CCl¡* (66) '

ThÍs association has been proposed to be between two acid.

molecules to form a dímer and each dímer is linked. by two

hydrogen bonds ( ¡ ). The strength of the dimer ís attributed'

to contributions from ionic resonance structures (1, such as:
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*.i3_;'_þ * <---.> *-.€-r:þ--
These resonance structures and the presence of dímers of

varíous hydrogen bond strengths tend to broaden association

bands.

Several workers have sËudíed the infrared spectra oÍ

simple aliphaËíc acids such as formic (18), acetíc (4,5,L9,46'72)

and substituted aceËíc acíds (46,72) in the vapor and ín dilute

cc1; solutions where both monomer and dímer are present. The
4

shifts of the hydroxyl and carbonyl stretching frequencies from

monomer to dímer are díscussed in terms of association through

hydrogen bonding (L9,46,155). The monomer-dímer equilibrium

was also studied by intensity measurements (5"19,46) as a

function of pressure in the vapor, concentration ín soluËion,

and ËemperaÈure. As the temperature increases or concenEratíon

decreases the dimeríc bands decrease and the monomeric bands

increase in intensiËy. Thus the heat of dímerization and Ëhe

energy of the hydrogen bonds can be calculated. This hydrogen

bond is stïonger than thaË found in alcohols as the carbonyl

oxygen would be expected to be a stronger proton acceptor than

the hydroxyl oxygen of an alcohol. It is found Ëhat the hydrogen

bond energy ín acids is in the order of B kcal/rnole relaËive to

about 5 kcal/mole for alcohols (66). Also from X-ray and

infrared daËa the O-H, C=O and C-O bond lengths can be

calculaËed. The first Lwo are found to increase and the last

to decrease by about LO:z on going from monomer to dimer (18,19).
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Tn ad.d.ition to the r,¡ork in the funda¡nental regíon

d.escrÍbed. above, several l¡orkers have stud.Íed. the effect

of association in the second overtone regíon ( 4r516)

and. have found. similar results.

Benzoic acid has been studied. in d.iLute CCl¡ soj-utions

and the reLative amounts of monomer and d.i-mer produced- by

changing eoncentration and. temperature were followed. by

intensÍty measurements ( 46). Benzoic acid is found to

absorb near 3500 and. 3000 cm-l in the hydroxyl regíon a.nd-

near 17h0 and 1690 "*-1 it the carbonyl region due to the

monomer and dímer respectíveIy.

So far r,¡e have been concerned r¡ith the effect of dimer-

izatíon on the hydroxyl frequency. The carbonyl frequency

ís simÍlarly affected and. ís shifted. to lower frequencÍes

¡y )+o-50 cm-f froto monomer to dimer (ZÐ.

As Ín the case of aLcohols, there Ís a refatíon between

hyd.rogen bond. energ-y, hyd.roxyl band. frequency shift and-

0....0 bond distance in the crystalline state for acids

lZ9. Thís strong associatíon of acÍds explains the low

solubility and volatilíty and. other anomalous properties of

carboxylic acids.

In solvents of increasing proton acceptor strength, the

d.egree of association d.ecreases as the sofvent competes

with other acÍd" molecules to hydrogen bond wíth the carbonyl

group. Thus the monomeric peak wil-L increase in intensÍty

but will shift to for,¡er frequencies as the earboxyl hyd.roxyl

group hydrogen bonds wÍth the solvent more strongly.
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Flett (59 ) found. that dioxane and- methanol held. the acids

monomeric ín solution but even in very d.ilute CC14 so.l-utions

both monomer and. dimer vere present. Fox and Martin (64)

found. association d.ecreased by 5O'/' tuom CC14 to CHC13.

The monomeric and dimeric carbonyl 'oands Ín a series of

substituted. benzoic acids have been investigated. in CC14

solutÍons by infrareA (23) . Murray and Sundara¡i (123 trave

taken the infrared- spectra of benzoíc, o-chlorobenzoic and.

salicylic acids in the hydroxyl and. carbonyl stretching

regíons in CC14 and benzene. Besides the monomerÍc and.

d.Ímeric peaks in the first two acid.s they have assigned. a

peak at f65O cm-t to a polymer in a eoncentrated sol-ution

of benzoic acid.. From this they conclud.ed that a t655 gm-t

peak in salicylic aci.d. sol-ution was due to a polymeric

species a1so. Hoi,¡ever, Paulingts (I30) ínterpretatíon of

the spectra ,of salicylÍc acÍd. in CC14 and" benzene was that

the 1690 *-1 peak Ís attrÍbuted. to the cheLateä. monomer

and. the 1655 cm-L peak to the chelated. d.imer, the structure

of which wíL1 be shown in a Later sectÍon.

Forbes and. co-workers ( 63) found" dimerization of benzoic

acids affects the ultraviolet spectra; the concentration

d.epend.ence of absorption intensíty was d.ue to association.

Ad.d.itÍon of ether to a cyclohexane soLution of the acid.

reduces the d.egree of d.imerÍzation as competition occurs

between soLute-solute and. sol"ute-solvent hydrogen bonùing.

ïn general substituents are found to affect the d.imeric

hyd.rogen loond. strength through their electronic effects.
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Ortho substituents are found to weaken the intevmolecular

hydrogen bond. either through electronic or steric effeets

or by conpetition wíth intramoLecular hyd.rogen bonding.

Ortho substituents like halogen, methoxyl or hydroxyl

groups vhích could. hyd.rogen bond to eÍther the hyd.roxyl or

carbonyl groups of the earboxyl are found to d.ecrease the

d.egree of d.imerizabion (34r45163).

A good. general review of the earlier fÍterature on the

associatÍon of carborcylic acids in a variety of sofvents

is given by Al1en and. Cald.in ( 1).
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(¡) I ìif T R-Ai'iO lúl C U LAR IIY D R0 GIIirr BOl'iD I iii G

(i) Generaf Considerations ancÌ Con"pounds Related to Salicyfic Acio

Iniernal interaction be-i:r,¡een polar grouÞs in a molecule

often l-eacls to decreased- association. l'his gives rise to

seerningly anonal-ous properties in isomers r,¿hich can form intra-

rnol-ecufar hydrogen bonds relative to those r,rhich cannot.

Although a very large variety of comi¡ound-s can forrn intramo-

lecular hydrogen boncls, r,re vill concentrate on those benzene

ciez'ívatives which clo so. 0n1y ortho substituents vhich are

quite polar can forrn a chefate ancl the energy of this hyclrogen

bond. is taken as a measuye of the magnitud.e of the interaction

(44). The 'berms chefate anö intramolecu-lar hydrogen boncl are

usecl interchangeably in the 'text of this thesis.

Siclge-vrick and. co-'r'¡orkers (143) first pointecì- out that

abnormal- behaviour r'¡as often founcl in the ortho isomer of a

benzene derivative containing at feast tlro polar groups.

These r+orkers si;ud.ied. the sol-ubilities in vate:: and organic

solvents, the vapor pressures, melting anci boiling points

and apparent molecular i.reights in the isomeric nitrophenols,

hydroxrvbenzalclehycles and. h]'droxytolualdehycles .'Ihe isomers

l¡here the tr+o polar groups r,¡ere or-r,ho rrelle usuall¡r less soluble

in l¡a.ter, more solubl-e in org;anic solvents, Ìraci l-oi'rer melting

and. boiling noints, higher vapor pressu.res and- lor+er apparent

mol-ecular veights. These ortho isomers then seemed to be

' less associated ancL acted. less polar than the other iso¡oers.

They nroposed. ihat tiris could. be ciu.e to the formation of a

chel-ate<i. ring "vrith -r,he hyd,rogen having a bicovalency.
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Baker ( B ) agreed" v¡itÌr this interpretation and. he proposecl

tirai frorl 'bhese propertíes ihe ref atj-ve chel-ation of -t wo

co¡:rpounds coul-d be estimated..

These r,¡orkers ( 81143) also pointecr out that the stabtest

type of chel-ate vould. be that r"here a six*membered- ::ing

having two d.oubl-e bond-s is for¡ned.. Such a ring is present

in the chelate of salicylald.ehycÌ-e and. o-h¡rcì-roxyacetophenone.

'Ihis type of chelation is called conjugated. chelation. A

five-rnernbered. ring chelate l¡ouLd. be less stabl-e as only one

cl-ouble boncl could. be present as in o-chlorophenol or cate-

chol. llhis type of chelation is not conjugated. Sinilarly,

a six-nembered, ring rri-r,h onJ-¡r one d.ou,bl-e bond vould not

have conju-gated. chel¿li6¡ ano i¿ould- not be very stable.

A good. reviev of the general method.s of d-etection of

intra¡rolecular hydrogen boncls is founcl in an articLe by

Hunier ( 9à, Since this work d.eal-s ¡,¡Íth ínfrared. al¡sorption,

d-etection of intramolecrrlar hyùrogen bonds by this technique

l¿ill be discussed. in sone d.etail-.

The presence of tr,¡o pea.irs in the hyd"roxyl streiching

region under conditions i,¡here intermolecul-ar hycìrogen bonds

d.o not exist {verlr d.ilute CC14 sotutions} is an indication

of r+eak intramolecul-ar hJrdrogen bonding. lind-er these con-

d.il,ions, -r,he spectrum of o-chlorophenol- vas found. to have

tr¿o h]¡d.r'oxyt peal.,s in the firsi; overtone regÍon (J56 . One

of these occurred. a-u the free h¡rflvoxyl frequency r,rhere r:henol

absorbed. and the other occurred at a lot^rer freq.uency. These

observations can be explained by the fol-Ioving considerations.
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Pauling (tZj =uggested that phenols anci. substi'cuted.

phenols would tend to lteep the 0-Ïi in the plane of the

ring because the C-0 bontl has some double bond character'

because of resonance structures. ?hus 'ohenol anC substituted-

fn phenol- tÌrese two isomers a^re equival-ent and only one

peali is observed at the free hydrox¡rl stretchÍng frectruency,

'7050 cm-l. In 2, \, í-trichlorophenol these tr,¡o isomers

are again equivalent and. again onl¡¡ one sha,rp þealç occurs

but this 't,ime, intramolecul-ar hydrogen bonding betr,¡een the

hydrogen and chlorine can occuii and this tencis to lower the

hydroxyl frequency to 689O cm-l. Noi,'r o-chlorophenol- has 'cr¡o

non-eouivaLent configura,tions and so shoul-d sirow tr'¡o trydroxyl

frequencies; one at the free hydro>q7l freo-uency of phenol and one

at the hydrogen bond-ec1 hydroxyl frecluency of 2, )+, 6-irichloro-

pìrenol and. this is actually observed. Due io the stabilÍzing

effect of the intramolecul-ar hydrogen bond, one l¡oul-d expect

a predoninance of the cis forrn and thus the lower freo;uency

peah ruould be more intense. This aLso is observed. At roon

temnerature in d.il-ute CC14 solution the molecul-es ate 9I7i'

cis and- 9/' irans forms. The relative intensities of these

tr'ro peaks can be changed- b)' increasing the iemperatu.re.

Davies (+l) stud.ied the rel-ative intensities of the cis ancL

trans peaks in the fundamental region a'u clifferent tempera-

tures and. calculated an enerry d.ífference betr,¡een the il¡o

forrns of l.\2 kcal-/ll,oLe.

ÏRANS
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To d.istinguish bet-.¡een intramolecular and intermolecular'

hydrogen bonds ) one ûrust either work in a concentration range

r,¡here the l-atter does not occur (86) or fínd the concentra-

tion d.epend.ence of these banos . Interrool-ecular hyd.rogen

bond.s are sensitive to changes in concentration r,¡hile intra-

mol-ecular are unaffected by such changes.

Ortho substituents in pnenol often cause ciranges in the

hydroxyl fanð" (L5ì. Although non-interacting substituents

Iittl-e affect the phenolic peak, polar substituents may

chel-ate r.¡ii;h the hydroxyl and d.rastically change its frequency.

If a five-membered, single-bridge, non-conjugated chelate

ring forms, the hydrogen bond. is weak and usually tr',ro peaks

wilf occur in the hyd.roxyl region; one in the free hydroxyl

region and another at somewhat lower frequencies . Hoi^rever, if

a six-membered., conjugated. chelate ring forrrrs as j.tr salicyl-

ald.ehycLe, normal free hydroxyÌ absorption is absent and. only

a very broad., intense pealt at lor.¡er frequencies is observed-.

Again the absence of normaf hyd.roxyl absorp'cion is tahen as

a criterion of strong h)'drogen bonding (&r87rlZà.

Al-l ortho halogen substituted. pÌrenols , catechol- and ortho

methoxyphenol in d"ilute CC14 solutions have one peak in the

normal hyd.rox¡rf region and. one at somewhat lor,rer frequencies

thus in<ticating r,¡eak chel-ation. äorobkov (106) found- that

these l¡eak chel-ates in the vanor and. d.il-ute CCI4 solutions

are'brolcen on a tra:rsition to i;he l"iquid. or solid siate whife

sironger bono.s are not
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This hydroxyl absorption r,¡ill even split into tr¿o conr-

ponents in the Trresence of an ortho phenyJ-, cJ¡ano or unsatu-

rated linkage (Sl+). As ín the case of 2, \, 6- trichloro-

phenol , o-r,her di-ortho-substituted. phenols ¡r¡ith polar sub-

stituents have only the one peaJr at l-over frequency &57) .

In ihe funoamental region, veak chelation is characterizeCL

by absorption in the 35?O-3L50 cm-l region similar to that

obtained for r,¡eak d"ineric association in alcohols. A good

reviev of veak five-membered- chelates of ortho substitutecl

phenots is gÍven by Ì,{ulf et aI. (l-!ì in a stud-¡r in the first

overtone region.

Ortho substitutecl carboq¡lic acids often tend to forrn

intra¡nol-ecu-l-ar h;rdrogen bond.s when the ortho grouÞ Ís polar.

These are all six-rnembered chefates but those through the

hyd.roxyl group lack conjugation ancl are often quite weak

while those througlh the carbonyl group have conjugation and

are quiie strong. f n either type this chel-ation ::ecluces the

degree of dimerizatÍon considerably and this has been studied"

by many authors.

Forbes and co-ì,¡orlçers (60) couldntt d.etect the presence

of an intrarnolecular hydrogen bond in o-fluoro or o-chloro

phenol or o-fluorobenzoic acid in cyclohexane solution by

ultraviolet measu-i'ements . Hor¿ever in a later paper, these

same r¿oriters (6)c) r+or:king on the d-ÍrLerizatÍon of benzoíc

acid.s b)' ultraviolet and. infrarecr founcL that not onl.lr o-metho>ry-

benzoic acid. but also o-fluorobenzoic acirl must have a chefated

monomer in CCl[ solution.
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fn a stud.y of acÍd.ity of various substítuted benzoic

aeíd.s in benzene solution, Davis and. Hetzey (47) conclud.ed

that steric effects decrease the d.egree of d.ímerization in

o-toluic acid and stabÍlization of the monomer forms by

cheLation d.o the sarne for o-nethoxy, o-halogen and. o-nitro

benzoic acÍd.s. Self assocíation of benzoic acÍd. Ín L, Z-

d.íehloroethane Ís reduced. by ortho substitutÍon of hydrorylo

bromo or methoxyl because of intra¡nolecular hydrogen bonding

at least in part (y).

Fox and Martin (65ree) were the first to notice by Ínfra-

red. measurements that besid.es the 353Ocm-t peak ín o-methoxy

benzoÍc acíd. ín d.Ílute CC14 solution r.rhÍch vas attrÍbutable

to the no:mal- monomer peak, there occurred. a peak near 336Ocn-1

due to the chelated. monomer. They concluôed that although

this chelate ¡fas wealr, it drasticatly reôuced. association

in this solvent. Various other r¡orkers (23,6jþ),];LUJZ6,¡U5)

have stud.ied. the effect of ortho substitution on d.imerÍzation

of benzoic acíd.s by infrared speetra. Ortho halogen substi-

tuted. benzoíc acids are not intramolecularly hyd.rogen bonded.

to the extent that o-aryloxy and especÍalIy o-methoxy ben-

zoíc acid.s are. rn the latter acíd. peaks correspond.ing to the

normal and. chelated. monomer are present ín the hydroxyl

stretching region and. the effect of substitution on the

chelated. bydroxyl frequency and. the strength of the chelation

has been studíed..
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fn benzene the d.egree of d.jmerizatíon is appreciabþ

reduced by an o-methoxy substituent in benzoic acid. where

the hydroxyl group is hydrogen bond.ed and. to a Lesser

exbent Ín salicylic acÍd. vhere the carbonyl group is hy-

drogen bond.ed.. Thís is due to the fact that although

salÍcylic acíd. Ín the chelated monomer form can still form

a dÍmeríc hyd.rogen bond., o-methoxy benzoic acÍd. cannot

(Al"). This ís seen from the followíng structures:

,o-H
c.\

| 
---)H

í"-ô
..'-o-u-- "ta\/-o--- H-o

i

dH

,9
c'.

(J

,1, ---)
o

'cH^
{

H3C _O

P---H-o.^1. v
"'o-H---o"

ô-cH3

Île wÍlI now discuss in some d.etail evid.ence for stronger

chel-ation of the six-membered conjugated. chelate type. Tn

these internal hydrogen bond.s also the attraction is prinarily

electrostatic and. ís subject to certain steric interactions

such that the tvo electronegative atoms must be Less than

3,34 apart (2). Again the strongest hyd.rogen bonds are

those with six-membered. rings r^¡here the tr"¡o oxygen and. one

hyd.rogen atoms of the hyd.rogen bond are colinear but non-

linear hyd.rogen bonds and those ¡aith fíve or seven membered.

rings do forn but they are weaker QI-25,+3.Ð.) "
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The strongest chelates for:ned. from ortho dÍsubstítuted.

benzene d.erivatives are those betr,¡een a phenolÍc and. a

carbonyl or nitro group. These compound.s are capable of

conjugated. chelation and. the hígh strength of the hydrogen

bonds is attributed. to resonance stabilized.' structures

which wiLL be d.ealt vith Ín more detail later.

Evid.ence for sueh chelatíon has been obtained. by varíous

technÍques. In an ultravioLet absorptÍon study of 2-hyd.rory-

acetophenone (41) in aqueous solution, the large spectral

shift observed. by ionizing

attrÍbuted. to the presence

nethylatÍng the 0-H group wa.s

an intf,anolecular hydrogen

bond.. Forbes and co-workers (48,61dr63d ), although they

conclud,ed. that evid.ence for such chelatÍon ín other than

inert solvents r.¡as not convincÍng, suggested. that an intra-

molecular hydrogen bond was present in o-arninoacetophenone

in cyclohexane and. etha¡roI, o-aminobenzald.ehyd.e in cyclo-

hexane, anthranilic acid. in ether and ethanol, o-nÍtrophenol

ín ether and. ethanol, o-hyd.roxyaeetophenone in cyclohexane

and. ether and salicylaldehyd.e in n-hexane and. ether. From

a stud.y of 3-hydroxy and 3-metho:q¡-2-naphthoic acid.s and their

nethyl esters in d.ioxane and ethanol by ultravÍolet (t6), it

was conclud.ed that both 3-hydroxy-2-naphthoÍc acÍd and, its

nethyl ester had an intramolecular hydrogen bond. in dÍoxane

but in ethanol the solvent successfully competes with the

intramolecular hydrogen bond. thereby d.estroying Ít.

Sone evidence for intramolecular hyd.rogen bondíng has

been presented. by nucLear magnetíc resonance spectroscopy.

or

of
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So¡re r.¡orkers (g3rff9r13+) have attributed the very Loi¿ fieLd

phenolie proton shift relatÍve to phenol of some ortho

carbonyl phenols in non-polar solvents to intramoLecular

hyd.rogen bond-ing. Methyl salicylate, salieylald.ehyd.e and.

o-hydroxyacetophenone alL shorn¡ a chenical shÍft of the

phenolic proton of 9-L2 ppm to low field from tetra,nethyl-

silane whiLe phenol itseLf resonates at only l+ ppt to lower

field.. The shift of these cheLated. compounds relative to

phenol ís taken as a measure of tl¡e strength of the cheLate

Just as the shift of carbonyl frequency to lover frequency

Ís taken as a measure of the strength of the chelate in

infrared. measurements. In fact, a plot was made of the

phenolic proton shift against the carbonyl frequency shift

from the unchelated. parent compound. for salicylald.ehyd'e,

o-hydroxyacetophenone and. methyl salicylate and the rel-ated.

seríes in naphthalene and phenanthrene. Three straight

Línes were obtained.; one for the chelated aLdehyiles, one

for the ketones and. one for the esters. The low field. proton

shift and. the carbonyl frequency lowering were taken as indi-

catÍons of strong chelatÍon not only for ortho substituted.

aromatic compounds but also for ß-ketoesters and ß-d.iketones

in the enolic for"rn where a very strong six-lrtenbered. cheLate

ís knolrn to exist. l¡laciel and. Savitsky (ll8) in a study of

the carbonyl carbon-I3 ctremical shíft in ortho substituted'

benzoates found a very lov frequency shift in methyl sali-

cylate and. attributed. this to an íntra¡nolecular hyd.rogen bond,.
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Also in a seríes of compound.s of the type:

I

I

z).)
TX

çhere X Ís alkyl, alkocy or H, the carbon-I3 peak is shifted.

d.orrnward. by 3-7 pprn from a refated compound. r¡ith no possíbil-

ity of chelatÍon and. thís r,ras attrÍbuted. to such íntramolecular

hydrogen bond.ing.

From a stud.y of the d.fssociation constants of nitro-

phenols in acetonÍtrile ßù, 2-nítrophenoL and 2r6-d.ÍnÍtro-

phenol are strongly cbelated as they are much weaker acids

than p-nÍtrophenol . Hor,¡ever, ín aqueous sol"ution o- and.

p-nitrophenol" have very simÍlar d.Íssocíatíon constants and

thÍs ís assumed to ind.icate that the intranoleeular hydrogen

bond. in o-nitrophenoL is broken by successful competition for

hydrogen bond.ing by the soLvent.

A chelate structure r{as proposed. for salícyIald,ehyd.e

and. methyl salicylate from a comparison of the Rarnan speetra

of these compounds to related. eompound.s Ín various solvents

(:.¿*).

Now the charact'eristic infrared. spectra of strongly

chelated compounds wiLl be discussed. In this case no normal

hyd.roxyl absorptíon ís present and only a very broad intense

absorption in the 32AO-25OOcro-1 region is observed. This Ís

at somewhat lower frequency than the polyrnerÍc association

band. in alcohols and usually somevhat hígher than that in

d.imeric acids. The use of infrared. spectra for the detection of
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íntramolecular hydrogen bonding in ß-d.Íketones, ortho

carbonyl and. nitro phenols ís quite popular. The absence

of nomaal hydroxyl absorption and. the ¡rresence of a broad

and. intense band at lsr¡er frequencies in dÍlute CCI¡ solu-

tions where no ínterruolecular association can occur is a

críterion for such eonJugated chelation. fn Ïryd.roxycarbonyl

compounds d.eteetíon of the chelate has been carrÍed out

in both the carbonyl and Ìydroxyl regíons where the fre-

quencÍes are shifted. to much lower values than in unchelated.

compound.s.

Several early workers 66rA?.¿5â used the absence of

normal hydroxyl absorption Ín the first overtone region near

TOO0 cm-I as a criterion for strong íntra.nrolecular hyd.rogen

bonùing Ín salicyla1d.ehyd.e, methyl sal"icylate, o-hydroxy-

acetophenone and o-nítrophenol. They suggested that these

cheLate rings may be broken by the presence of, bulky sub-

stituents in the 3- or 6- posÍtions.

Severa-l workers Þ129166rZ0,]:20 ) t¡ave noted. the absence

of norraL hydroxyl absorptíon in the fundamental. region in

diLute CCl¡ solutions of salicylaldehyde, o-nitrophenol,

o-hyd.roxy acetophenone and, nethyl and. ethyl sa1-icylate. A

very intense broad. peak in the 3500-3O00cn-1 region dÍd

occur and. the absence of concentratíon d.epend.ence of thís

peak índÍcated. it ¡¿as d.ue to intramolecular hydrogen bond.ing.

Deuteration caused. this broad. peal< near 3350cm-1 in salícyl-

ald.ehyd.e to d.isappear and. be replaced. by one at Z4l+Ocn-].

Thus the phenolic proton must have been replaced by deuterir:m.
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salÍcylate esters is

the hydrogen bond. by

tlre resonance hydríd..
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broadening of the hyd.roxyl peak in

attributed. to the strengtheníng of

ÍonÍc structures vhieh contribute to

Resonance of the t¡rye:

CE
H
¡'-¡e

ÐCH C-
OCH\-/ \- | l? \-/ \v I l?

cou1d. aecount for a srrlrt of the hyd.roxyl band. to 3"2OOcn-1.

Another r+orker (fO+¡04 found. weak intra¡nolecuLar hydrogen

bond.s are fissÍoned and replaced. by intermolecular assocía-

tion when the concentratíon of the compound vas increased

in CC14 solutÍon (guaiacoL) or l¡hen the compound. r,¡as dis-

solved Ín a proton accepting solvent (benzoin). Stronger

chelated compound.s such as o-nitrophenol, methyl and. phenyl

salicylates d.o not brealc so easily and. no spectral change

ís found. on transf,er from coneentrated. CC14 soLution to

the solid. or liquid. state. Thís r.¡as attributed. to preserva-

tion of the intramolecular hyd.rogen bond. in both phases..

Scme types of compound.s form stronger internal hydrogen

bond.s and. thus give larger hyd.roxyl frequency shÍfts than

these ortho carbonyl and. nitro phenoLic cc'npounds. These

are the enolic forms of ß-ketoesters and. ß-d.iketones vhieh

carr fort sÍx-membered conJugated. chelate rings and. have con-

tributions to the resonance hybrid by ioníc structures ( Zr73)

as those shol¡n prevÍously. The infrared spectra of acetyl-

acetone, acetylchloroacetone and acetoacetic ester all show
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a very broad and r,¡eak hydroxyl band at zToOtlOO cor-I ( Zt).

This ís even farther shifted. than the hyd.roryl absorption

of d.imeric carboxylic acíd.s and. is similar in bread.th.

Their structures bear quite close resernblance to one another.

These contrÍbuting resonance structures can occur only for

conJugated, chelated systems .

Tlrís larger frequency shift Ís found. not only in the hydroxyl

stretching region'but also in the carbonyl region. Several

r¡orkers (Zll+i,)have studíed the carbonyt shífts in cheLated

compounds. In o-hydroxyacetophenone, methyl salícy1ate,

salícylald.ehyd.e and. methyL anthraníIate, the earbonyl peaks

are shifted W \O-53cm-1 to lover frequencies and broad.ened.

in conrparison to the normal unchelated. carbonyl compounds.

A shift fron 1?2Oc*-l for parent compounds to around t675clr-1

is often obsen¡ed (il9.). Larger carbonyl peak shifts are

observed. for enolízed. ß-d.íketones and. ß-ketoesters thus

indieating a stronger chelate in these conpounds. The keto

fom, Íf present, will occu? near 1730"*-f. The enol form

carbonyl peak occurs in the region Læg-I6L3cm-1 where it

may overlap vith C=C absorptíon. Unchelated. conjugateó

ketones usually absorb neat t6gScro-1.

From the relative peak heights of tire keto and enol forms

in the carbonyl region often the percentage of these forms

can be calculated. For exampleo acetyl-acetone in the 1íquÍd.

is 8O/' ín the enol form anð.2O/, in the keto fo::n.

H3

CC
illl

cH;ttni\rr, =--
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Thus hyd.rogen bonding can be stud.Íed. both through the proton

acceptor and proton d.onor groups.

A stud.y of the s)mrmetrÍc arcino and. carbonyl frequeneies

has led. r.¡orkers (29) to assune the Íntra¡nol,ecular hydrogen

bond. strength increases in the ord.er: methyl anthranilate

(o-aminoacetophenone <I-amínoanthraquinone .

Many workers have stud.Íed. the possibility of hydrogen

bond.ing in nitro phenols and. ar¡ilines by ínfrared.. An intra-

molecular hydrogen bond vas found to exíst in the solid. state

(6?) tor o-nítrophenol, and o-nítroanilíne and in hexachloro-

benzene solution (90) for 2-nitroresorcirtol.

Such a chelate was assumed. to exÍst Ín o-nitroaníLÍne Ín

the solÍd ( 67) tut Ís absent in solutÍon (54,5fr]d. The

intra,noLecular hydrogen bond. may be present ín 2, \- d.inítro-

anil-ine in ínert solvents ( fO) ¡ut other workers suggest that

an intrarnoLecul"ar hyd.rogen bond. exists in o-nitroaniline

only when both ortho posÍtions are occupied. by nitros anè'even

in this ease only one Ïrydrogen bond ís fomed. lyalf (9+)

stud.ied. the effect of solvents on the N-H stretchÍng frequency

in 2-nÍtroaníIines. Compounds wÍth no chelate wÍL1 show

normal frequency d.epressions as Íntermolecular hyd.rogen

bonding strengthens r,¡ith inereasing proton acceptÍng power

of the solvent. Hor,¡ever, a chelated. compound. wíll shov l-ittle

effect through íts N-H frequency for veakly proton acceptÍng

solvents and. the large expected. depressíons wÍll occur only

r¡hen the solvent is a sufficiently strong proton acceptor

to d.isrupt the intrainolecular hydrogen bond.. These wofkers

found that of all the 2-nitroa¡rilines on1:y 2, 6-dinitroanilíne
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has an íntramolecular hydrogen bond. and. that N-nethyl sub-

stÍtutíon causes an enharrcement of hydrogen bond. formatÍon.

Ortho-nítrophenol is known to have an Íntramolecular

?rydrogen bond. in the soLíd. l?,6? ) and ín solutions ín non-

polar sofvents {(f79frf&,Id and. references prevíousIy

cited]. In a study símilar to that of Dyal1 ( 9+), Bellamy

and Hallarn ( t4) fouod that the hydroxyl frequency and thus

probably the intra,noleculav þdrogen bond. ín o-nitrophenol

ís unaffected by solvents lrhieh are as strongly proton

accepting as dioxane. Several workers (Z +g ) have also

stud.Íed. the effect of substituents on the hydroxyl frequency

shift and. thus intramolecular hyd.rogen bond strength in

2-nitrophenol. In CCl¡* sol,utíon a 3-methyl substituent

increases the Ïrydrogen bond. strength by sterically compres-

síng the nitro g"oup closer to the hydroxyl group and thus

causing a lovering of the hyd"roxyl frequency. A 3-chloro

substituent, horrever, sterically forces the nítro group

out of the plane of the ríng, thus increasing hydrogen bond.

distance, weakening the chel"ate and causing an íncrease Ín

the hydroxyl frequency. Sinílar1y bulky substítuents in

the 6-posÍtion (ortho to the phenolíc group) strengthen the

chel-ate by steric compression of the tr^to groups closer to-

gether. There is a líroit of steríc compression and r.¡hen a

very large group enters into the 3-position, the chelate is

weakened.. WÍth bulky groups in the 3- and. 6- positions a

large spectral change oecurs l¡íth a change in solvent from

cyclohexane to ethanol. perhaps d.ue to a competítion of the

solvent for hydrogen bondíng with the polar groups of the

chelate.



These exampLes Íllustrate the

tion in d.etectíng the presence and

of Íntra¡nolecul-ar hyd.rogen bonds.
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value of infrared absorp-

estínating the strength
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(ii) Sal-icyl-ic Acid

Sal-icylíc acid can exist in various forms in

liquid and. vapor phases and in solution ín polar

polar solvents. PossibLe structures of the acid.

of the monoanion (VtI an¿ VIII) are given bel-ow.

of course, has only one possible structure (fX).

the so1id.,

and non-

(r-vr) ana

The d.ianion,

IfI
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SalÍcylic acid. ís knor+n to exist as the chel-ated. d.iner (fV)

in the solíd. state (32). Possible structures in non-polar

solvents vill be d.iseussed. shortly.

Supplementing the r¿ork of Branch and. Yabroff (20) on the

acid.ity of salicytic acÍd. in aqueous solution, naker ( !)
stated on the basis of acíd.íty that any hyd.roxy benzoic acid.

with the nhenolic group ortho to the carboxyl group has a large

dissociatíon constant d.ue to stabiLízaþLon of the anion

relatíve to the acid by cheLatíon (structure VII).
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Also, 2) 6-ai-fryOroxybenzoic acid has even a larger dÍs-

sociation constant as in the anion fornL it can be fully

chel-ated. Dippy and. co-r^¡orkers (50) agree vith this inter-

¡rretation and. in another paper (ZZ) aiscussed. the effect

of 3- and. 6- substituents on the strength of salicylÍc

acid.. 6- Su¡stituents such as chl-oro, methyl or nitro

cause a loweríng of the acid.ity befow that vhich Ís to be

expected.. ThÍs Ís interpreted. to be due to an Ínhibition

of the fonnation of the hydrogen brifue.

Recently, Hermans, Leach and. Scheraga (85) d,etern-ined.

the pKts Ín aqueous solution of salicylic and. p-hyd.ro4¡

benzoÍc acids, ethyl salicylate and refated compound.s. The

standard. free energies and heats of ionization were calcu-

lated" and from these, approximate values of the standard

enthalpy and. entropy of the intramolecul-ar hydrogen bond r^¡ere

obtained.. They found. the hyd.rogen bond enerry in the anion

(VII) to be 5 kcal/mofe and in the ester and. acid (f) to ¡e

\.9 ]r"cat/mole.

McDaniel and. Broirn (116), in a stud.y of the first and second.

ionÍzation constants of d.ÍcarboxyLic acíds in aqueous solution,

poÍnted. out that the high K¡- /KZ ratio could be expJ-ained. by

intramolecular hydrogen bond.ing in the anion tend.ing to

increase K1 and. decrease K2. ThÍs argument could be extend-ed-

to salÍcylÍc acid, chel-ated in the monoaníon (Vff).

Puar and Grunr¿ald. (f3j, ín a study of the rates of the

exchange of the carboxyl and^ phenolic protons in salicylic

acid in methanof, Ínterpreted" their results as indicating

intramolecular hyd.rogen bondíng in the acid. ís negligible (II).
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Coetzee and Cunninghan (3) titrated benzoic, salicylic

anð. 2, 6- ainydroxybenzoic acíds vith amines in acetonitrile

solution. The shape of the titration curves was interpreted

in terms of stabilization of the anion rel-atíve to the acid.

by intramolecular hydrogen bonding Ín salícyfic and. especially

in 2, 6- ainydroxybenzoic acid..

The d-ecreased. associatíon of salicyl-ic acid. in benzene

and. 1, 2- d.ichloroethane, d.etermined. by d.ifferential vapor

pressure measurements (ZA 
1rU ), was taken to ind.icate competi-

tion with d.Ímerization by chelat,ion in the acid..

As ill-ustrated above, Ínvestigators have used. various

techníques to d.etenriine the structure of salicylic acíd. in

solutions of solvents of lolr polarity. The most drastic

differences betr.¡een isomers ¡ only one of r,¡hich can have an

intramolecular hydrogen bond., l¡il-l be in such solvents.

As the polarity of the solvent increases, competition vith

sol-ute-solvent hydrogen bond.ing may tend to break or at least

l¡eaken the cheLate.

Various authors have used. uLtravÍolet absorption spectra

as a means of investigating salicylic acid. by comparison wíth

reLated compounds but interpretation of the resufts have been

ínconsistent.

Dannenber g (4ù compared. the ul-traviolet spectra of

various substítuted acetophenones and. benzoic acids and. inter-

preted the spectra of salicylic acid as that of the acid. having

an intramolecular hyd.rogen bond (I) in aqueous soLution.
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Moser and. Kohlenberg [2à, however, in the interr:retation of

the uLtravioLet spectra of benzoic acíds with el"ectron-

repelling substituents, mad.e no mention of an internal- hyd.ro-

gen bond in salicylic acid- in aqueous ethanol solutions.

Al-l- results ruere interpreted in terms of normal. efectronic

and- steric effects and. the only anomaly vas that the ortho

hyd.roxy group had a large steric effect.

Forbes and. co-r¡orkers (6trØþ)r(C)) rrave done several-

investígations in the ul-traviolet of salicylic acíd.. Tn

acid.ic aqueous sofution, salicylic acid. was proposed. to be

non-planar but this lack of planarity may be smaLl enough to

ínhibÍt conjugation vith the ring while stíIl enabling some

hydrogen bond.ing to occr:r (6f(a) ). fn d.ioxane, salicytic acid-

i.s reduced. in association due to internal hydrogen bond-ing

(6f(¡) ). These sarne r,¡orkers stud.ied the "ortho effect" on

ultraviolet spectra ( 6le). In aqueous solution, spectral

changes from para to ortho isomers can usually be interpreted

in terms of steric Ínhibition of resonance and mesomeric inter-

actions and salÍcy1ic acid. d.oes not seem to be anomalous.

In a l-ater paper, they also state that ultraviolet evidence

for intrarnolecular hydrogen bond.s is arnbiguous because of

these mesomeric and. steric factors previously mentioned..

In fact there is a "frequent absence of the spectral effects

assocÍated. l¡ith intramolecular hyd.rogen bond. formation in

other than inert media" (6f(A) ). Forbes and. Knight

(6f(U)r(c)) stuaíed the effect of sofute-solvent interactions

on the spectra of substituted. benzoic acids as a measure of
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the strength of Íntermolecular hydrogen bonding. The d.i¡aeric

hydrogen bond. in salicylíc acÍd is veakened in cyclohexane

and cyclohexane-ether sol-utions due to an Íntrarnolecular

hydrogen bond.. Dearden and Forbes (48) stud.íed the ultra-

violet spectra of salÍcyl-ic and nr-hydroxybenzoic acid in

cyclohexane and interpreted the shÍft in wavelength maximun

to ínternal hydrogen bond.ing in salicylic acid. (I).

Bergmann, Hershberg and Pinchas (16) from an ultraviolet

study of salicytic and. o-methoxy benzoic acids and- theÍr

methyl esters found. the íntramolecular hydrogen bond is at

least weakened. Ín salicylic acid. on changíng the sol-vent

from díoxane to ethanof.

Voroshin and Vlaso" 054 have stud.ied. the ultraviol-et

spectra of the isomeric hydroxybenzoic acíds ín a variety

of solvents. They interpreted the d.ata as indicating that

the ortho isomer has a stabfe intramolecuLar hydrogen bond

i+hich is preserved "even after salt forrnation". llowever,

Penner (13â pointed out that such a conclusion is not neces-

sarÍly true. In ethanol solutÍons the shÍft frorr the acid

to the monoanion for salicylic acid. is no larger than for

the m- and p- hydroxybenzoic acids. No evidence appears for

the presenee of an internal hyd.rogen bond. Much larger shifts,

however, are noted for salicylic acÍd. for a change in solvent

from carbon tetrachlorid.e to d.íoxane to water than for the

other hydroxybenzoie acids. Thís could be attributed. to a

rrealrening and. perhaps subsequent bveaking of the intramolecular

hydrogen bond in salicyJ-ic acid. by eompetitÍve hyd.rogen bonding

i^¡ith the more polar solvent molecules.
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Tnvestigatíons by means of infrared absorptÍon have been

much less arnbiguous. Salicy1ic acid. Ín d.ilute carbon tetra-

chloride solutions , r"here the monomer i,¡ill be present, Iacks

the usual- free phenoLic absorptÍon Ín the 36OO cm-I regíon.

Although a peak near 35OO cm-l attributed. to the carboxyl

group hydroxyl appears, only an intense, broad. absorption at

lower frequencies ind.ependent of concentration arises and. this,

as previously mentÍoned., must be d.ue to an internally chelated.

phenolic eroup 020) - see structure (r). SÍmilarly Korobkov (fo5¡

d.iscussed. the characteristíc t¡yd^roxyl frequency of sal-icylic

acid in CC1\, d.ioxane and. ether solutions in terms of hydrogen

bond.ing. In ether soLution the chel^ate ring d.oes not open.

The cheLate in salicylic acid. can be equally i¿el-1 stud.ied.

by observing the carbonyl group shift. Murty and. Seshad.ri (tZ+)

observecl a very lov frequency carbonyl stretching band at

f,670 cm-I ín d.ioxane and" benzene in the R¡.rn¿¡¡ spectrum of

salicylic acid.. ThÍs they attributed to intramolecular hydro-

gen bond,ing in the monomeric acid. (l). Sími1arly, Flett (SgG))

observed this carbonyl stretching band. Ín salicylic acid in

dioxane solution to appear at 168O cm-l in the infrared. rela-

tive to that for p-hyd.roxybenzoic acid. which appeared at

171-6 cm-I. TtrÍs significant l-or,¡eríng is interpreted. in tenns

of cheLation in former acid.. The l-o'r.r carbonyl freguency of

salicylÍc acíd. in CCt4 has also been interpreted. in terros of

a chelated hydrogen bond by Forbes et aI. (61þ)).
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Brooks, Eglinton and Morman ( 2l+ ) stud.ied. the effect of

3- and. 6- aLky1 substitutÍon on the chelated Wdroxyl and

carbonyl siretching frequencies in salicylic acids and theír

esters in CC14 solutÍon. The chel-ated phenol-ic hydroxyl

frequency occurs around 32OO cm-l and. is very broad (:ZO).

With increasíng size of substituent in the 3- or 6- position,

Brooks et aI. found that both the carbonyl and phenolic fre-

quencies decrease. This seems to Índ.icate a strengthening

of the intramol-ecular hydrogen bond by the steric compressÍon

of the carbonyl and hydroxyl groups cfoser together. The

limit of steric compression may be reached. wíth a methyl in

the 3-positíon and an isopropyl in the 6-position as a smafl

frequency increase is noted. As well as the lower proportion

of dÍmer form, a lover frequency shift from monomer to d-imer

in salÍcylic acid. indicates a loi.¡er carbonyl group basicity.

Thís ínterpretation d-oes not contrad.ict that of Bray

et a1. (22) ,,rho stated that any 6- substituted. saticylic acid-

is ¡,¡eaker in r,¡ater than expected.. In aqueous solution the

carboxyl and phenolic groups would be solvated thus increasing

their effective sÍze so a much smalfer substituent in the

6- position would. be required. to force the carboxyl or car-

boxylate group out of the plane of the rÍng, thus d.estroying

the intramolecular hydrogen bond and weakening the acid..

In CCl\, the polar groups are not soLvated and. theÍr normal

size requires that bujJ<.y groups be present in both the 3-

anð. 6- positions to r¡eaken the chelate.
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l.turray and Sundatan (tZ) stud.ied. the infrared. spectra of

benzoic, o-chlorobenzoic and salicylic acíd.s in CC14 and.

benzene solution. In d.ilute solutíons the stablest forrn of

sa1ícy1ic acid is the chei-ated monomer (I). However, in more

concentrated solutions, they d.etect the presence of a small

concentratÍon of unchelated monomer (ff) as vel-I as a polyrner

peak at stíLt fower frequency (VI).

Davies and Griffiths ( +S) suggest from a study of dÍmeri-

zation of substituted. benzoic acíds in CCl¡* that such assocía-

tion is somer^rhat less in salicylic acid than in benzoÍc as

the carbonyl group Ín the former acid is involved in intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding.

The acidity and. Ínfrared (31 ) evidence for the presence

of a chetate in salicylic aeid and its monoanion in aqueous

solutÍon is rather nebulous. The author must agree with

DavÍes and Griffiths ( 4S) that vatef,', even if it d.oes not

succeed. completely, viJ-l tend. to break d.or,¡n this intra,mol-ecular

hydrogen bond".
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II - TI-iE r'IÄtûdETT nQUATIOl,i

The infrarecl vibra-t,ional- frequencies of complex molecules

are affected by various interactions. Other than external inter-

actions sucir as sofute-solvent and solute-sol-ute effects, tirere

are various intra,nol-ecular factors with which r¡¡e are concerned"

here. Substituents may affect the el-eciron d.istributíon and. thus

the force constant of a boncl which in turn vill affect its vibra-

tional frequency. Some of the effects r,¡lrich a substituen-r, can

have on a group are ind.uctive, resonance {mesoineric}, fiel¿, mass

and. steric effects and- hydrogen bonding.

The first three effects can be treatecl quite generally as

the l-atte:r three are only important in certain special- cases.

The ind.uctive effect through polarization of the o-el-ectron

system affects the reaction centre by transrnitting d.ifferences in

elec-r,ronegativity whíle the resonance effect is due to a delocal-

izatíon of the n-electrons and. is usually the predominant factor in

unsaturated- compound-s. In compound.s r.¡here there are no resonance

effects, inductive effects of substituents almost soleþ determine

frequency shifts; Ín aromatic compound.s resonance effects are very

irnportant. The fiel-d. effect of substítuents is a direct electro-

static effect through space to the reaction centre and. is iräportant

only in ortho d,isubstitution in aronatic compounds.

In alÍphatic compound"s correlations of infrared. stretchino

frequencies have been attemptecl r¿ith PauLÍng's eLectronegativitíes

of substituents (13d), with pKa values (?6), r¡ith bond d.ipole moments

and i+ith Taft's polar substituent constants o* (!+g) .
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Good general reviews of the sribject are given in Rao flfea¡ Bella,rny

(f 3 ) , i{ad.zi (Zg ) and ref erences citec" therein .

For m- and p- substítuted benzene d.erivatives, ihe ind.uctive

and resonance effects are most iru.portant and not separable. The

observed. effects are ad.d.itive . tsellamy (12 ) sugges'r,s that infrared

frequency shifts can be quantitativeþ coz'related. l¡ith inductive

and. mesoroeric effects and. thus these group shifts can be correfated.

with reactivities, electronegativities, pKa values and Hammettts

o values.

The most usef\;J- correlation of infrared. frequencies of grou;os

ís l¡íth the substituent constants first íntrod.uced- and" evaluated by

Ham:nett (gO) . These lla¡Tmett o constants , as theSr are calIed, give a

measure of the overal-l el-ectronegativit¡r of the substituent and are

a measure of the abílity of the substituent to change the el-ectron

d.ensity at the reaciion centre through a cornbina.tion of the above

electrÍcal effects { in¿uctive and. mesomeric} . Han-mett assumed. that

a particular group in the meta or para position of a benzene ring

exerts a constant effect on a comþound.rs reactivity d.epend.ing on

these el-ectrical effects. These o constan-t s for a substituent ruere

defined. b¡r:

lJr -]
o= t.ull5_6tt{oo1 I rrt

llc6u5c00r ) 25o

where KXC5U4COOU ana KC5H5COOH are the thermodynamic ionízation con-

stants of the meta or para substituted benzoic acid. and. the unsubsti-

tuted- benzoic acid, respectively, ín nater at 25o g. Thus each

substituent has a meta and. para o value denoted. by on and, o'p respect-

iveþ. If a substituent Ís electron r,¡ithclravÍng {tend.Íng to reduce

the eLectron d.ensity at the reaction centre], then o r,¡il-l be positive;
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íf it is el,ectron releasÍng {tend.ing to increase el-ectron density

at the reaction centre], then it wil-l- be negative. A reLÍabLe

tabl-e of 6 constants has been cornpiJ-ed. by McDaniel and. Brown (ï?).

To al-low for extra resonance effects which might occur betveen

para substituents havíng opposite electronic properties, o+ constants

have been tabutated. by Brown and Okar¿oto (25) for strongly electron

releasing substítuents para to a strongly electron withd.rawíng

reaction centre. Taft (fp) foffowing Ha¡mett's suggestíon (gg), tras

tabulated. o- constants for electron l¡ithd.rawing substituents para to

an electron rel-easing reactÍon centre.

Ortho substítuents in benzene d.erivatives have steric effects

and. are capable of hydrogen bonding. Thus no Hammett O constants

which consid.er only electrical effects are evaluated for these sub-

stituents. The steric effects and. hyd.rogen bond.Íng will be d.ifferent

for each reaction centre d.epend.ing on its steric requÍrements and

polarity. Hor¡ever, possible correl-ations of group frequencies in

ortho substituted. benzene d.erivatives are those vith pKa vaLues and.

rsith Taft's oË constants for ortho-substituteil benzenes A!Ð. The

former val-ues take Ínto consíd.eration the steric effects of the

substituent on the carboxyl group whÍIe the latter values neglect

any steric effect.

ìviany correlations of Ínfrared. group frequencies to substi-

tuent constants have been attempted. and a statistÍcal- evaluation of

these correlations has been carried out by Rao and. Venkataraghavan

(f¡8 ) to test their valÍd.ity and usefufness. In analogy to other

Hammett equations, a IÍnear relation betveen infrared group frequen-

cÍes v and. Hammettrs o constants can be expressed by a modified.
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Ha¡nmett equation of the form:

\f = do* po tuj
rn¡here ú and tf o are the observed group frequencies in the meta or

para substituted benzene derivative and i¡r the unsubstituted benzene

derfvative respectively. Sigma (o) is defined above and rho (p) i" "
measure of the sensitivity of the characteri-stic frequeney of the group

to changes in electron density due to the sr:bstituent.

Other than these correlations, some correlations have been

attempted of infrared frequeneies with o+ (Ð7), of squares of the

frequenci-es with o (L52), of non-linear plots of { with o (59G) ), and

of intensity or logarithrn of intensity ririth o (27,137,152). Si¡ree

these eorrelations d.o not give better agreement than those for ,./ vt. o

and intensity correlations do not coneern us here, these wiIL not be

dealt with any further.

Flett (59G)) was the fi-rst to realize the significance of

t/ vs. o plots when he correleted Hammettts si constants and rates of

esterifi-cation ¡^rith the djmeric carbonyl and free hydroxyl frequencies

of m- and p- substituted benzoic acids in CC14 and with the monomeric

carbonyl frequencies in CC14 and methanol. He also correlated the

s¡rmmetric and as¡rmmetrie stretching frequencj-es i-n m- and p- substi-

tuted ani-J-ines in CC14 with rates of benzoylation and o. A correlation

of the two earbonyl bands in substituted benzoyl chlorides with o was

poor but of the C= N frequeney in substituted benzonitriles v¡ith o was

much better. l,íany of the graphs were drawn as curves but they were

straight lines within experimental error. Thus Flett pointed the way

for a relationship between infrared frequency shifts, reaction rates,

and Hammettrs o constants for benzeno derivatives.
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Correlations of the free hyd.roxyl stretching frequencíes in a

series of m- and- p- substítuted- phenols in d.ilute solutions of

various non-polar sofvents l¡ith Hamr¿ettts o substituent constants

have been mad.e by Ingraham, Corse, Bailey and. Stitt (91+), Stone

and. Thornpson l¿t8), Cabana, Patenaud.e, Sand.orfy and Bavin (30) ana

Ingotd. (gl). Sínil-ar correlations have been mad.e with pKa's by

Bavin (tt) and. Goulden (20). The free hyd"roxyl vibrational frequencies

of )+- substituted. -2, 6-d-i-tert.-butytphenols in non-poLar sol-vents

have been correl-ated to op by Ingold (93) ana Cohen and Jones (:g).

In all cases good. Iinear correlatÍon was obtained., but in one case

Bavin (]t) found that polar substituents fell- along one l-ine and

aliphatic substituents along another. In al] cases the víbrational

frequency decreases as the electron attracting pol^rer of the substi-

tuent increases. This generalization Ís true for any 0-H groupÍng

but opposite to that for any other group such as Nll2, C=0, COz-,

lJOt and C-N.

Goul-den (76) nas also ptotted. the free hyd.roxyl frequency in

d.ilute CCl¡ solutions of carboxylic acids vs. tlreir pKars and. three

straight lines resulted-; one for aliphatics, one for meta and. para

benzoic acÍds and. unsaturated. alÍphatics of the type C=CRCOO}I, and.

one for unsaturated aliphatics of the type C=CHCI{2COOI{.

Lloyd, \nlarren and- Fales [14) stu¿ied. the free hydroxyl absorptÍon

of a series of m- and. p- substituted benzoic acid.s in CCl¡ and- plotted

these vs. the pKa's to gíve a straíght line. Siinilarly non-interacting

ortho substituents follow such a straight line but of d.ifferent slope

than that above. Josien, Peltier and Pichevin û-00) correfated these

sarne frequencies ín a series of mono- ancl disubstituted benzoic acid.s
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vith pKa's and the cor::esponding ca.rbonyÌ freq.uencies. Both these

plots r.rere goocl straight lines; onl¡r the 2,6- disubstituted acid-s

fel-I off the first d.ue to l-ack of coplanarity and- chelateä acids fell

off the second.

i''{uch r,¡ork has been done on carbonyl frequencies fol loi,¡ing that

by Flett. The carbonyl stretching frequencies in a series of m- and

p- substituted acetophenones in dil-ute solutions of non-pola.r solvents

have been correl-ated. r,¡ith llam¡nett?s o b.-r Thompson, lieedham and. Jameson

'(L52\), Fuson, Josien and Shel-ton (T), Jones, Forbes and. Muetler (y/)

and with pK's in benzene b;r Brooks, Eglinton and. Morman (Zl). fn each

case a good correlation r,¡as obtained- anC" only for the d"ata of Sololray

(t46) for substituted. aceto¡henones in liqu.id- or solid samnles was the

correfation r,¡ith o' a¡Þroxima.te. Si:nilarI¡r substituted benzoÞhenone

carbonyl frequencies in d.il-ute CCl4 solutions have been correlated

r,¡ith o's by Thomnson et al-. lg), Josien, Fuson and. Pearson (g9) and-

Fuson et al. (71) r,¡ith good Iínear relationships. The carbonyl fre-

quencies in m- and. p- substituted meth¡¡} and. ethyl benzoates in non-

polar sol-vents have been correl-ated to o's by Thomnson et al . Og),

to pi"a's Ín water by Pe1tier, Pichevin, Dizabo and Josien 0-3Ð, and.

to pK's in benzene by Brooks et al. (4). The monomer and d.imer

carbon¡rl frequencies in meta and Ðara substituted. benzoic acids in

benzene have been correlated to pKts in benzene by Brooks e! al. (Zl)

and. the mononler carbonyl frequencíes in CCt¡, to pl{ars b¡r Peltier et al-. (13L).

Sirnilar correlations have been atternÞ'r,ec1 successfully for

acetanilid.es by Thompson and Jarnesotr (tI), Freeclman (Ø), ana

O'Sul-Iivan and. Sad.ter (l2E); for isatins b¡r O'Suflivan and. Sadler lZù;

for propioÞhenones by Thompson et al. (I5A and, for li-Methvf benzamid.es
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by Thornpson et al. (fC. All these covrela.tions are quite good. ancr

al-l- have a p value of about +15cm-I .

A poorer rel-ationship e>ris'bs for the carbon]¡l frequ-encies of

subs-r,ituted benzalclehyd.es vith pKrs in benzene from resulis by Brooirs

et at. (Zl) and r,¡ith Hammettrs t from Thompson et aI. fÐ. Little

or no correl-ation r,ras found. wíth substituted. phenylacetates by Freeôman

(69) 
", vith either of the subsiituted benzoyl chforicle carbon¡rl f¡s-

o.uencies by Rao and Venkataraghavan fiþ) and. Forbes and Ìú¡rron (eù .

In general correlations of the carbonyl stretching frequencies

vith Hamm.ettts õ, pi{ars in iuater or pKrs in benzene vhich are all

closely pr"oportional {see Ðavis and Hetzer (l+? )} .r" quite good.

Per"haps more cl-osely related to parts of this ru'ork, the as¡rm-

metric nitro frecluencies in a series of m- and p- substituted nitro-

benzenes in CiJC13 and- CHBr, have been eorrelated to o's by Brown (26)

and. Kross and Fasse1 (10S). The plot of s¡rmmetric nitro frequencies

against o r,ras found. to be d.iscontinuous by the latter vorlcers, hor'rever.

The as¡rmmetric and symmetric NH2 stretching frequencies in m-

and. p- substituted. anil-ines in diJ-ute solutions in various solvents

correfate l¡ell r,¡ith Hammettf s o constants {i{rueger and- ll'hompson ft09)}.

The C=irT frequency in benzonitriles in CCII and. CI{CI3 has been found by

Krueger and Thornpson (]1O) to corre]-ate vell i^¡ith ¡lammettts o'"

Various other correl-ations can be found in the paper by Rao

et at. (r:A).

In general, as previously stated,, correfations of frequency to

llarunettrs o are quite useful- vith a l-inear correl-ation coefficient

of aroundL .9L as evaluafed- by Rao et 4. (f:S), high enough to be used-

ín evaluating fairly reliabfe substiiuent constants.
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R-ESUITS - Spectra and Tables of Frequencies

(a) The Substituted Benzoates in D^O

The condensed specËra of the 0.15 M solutions of the substítutecl

benzoates Ín D.0 are given Ín Figures I-VII and Lhe frequencies of Ëhez

main peaks calculaËed from higher resolution spectra in the 1650-1300

-1cm - region are reported ín Table I. The columns giving the as;rmmetric

and symmetric carboxylaËe frequencies are 1abel1ed. rn tlüo cases,

those of the o-0- and p-0- benzoates, assignmenË of the asymmeËric

carboxylate frequencies was in some doubt. For the o-0- benzoate,

peaks occurred at 1555 and 1534 .*-1. chapman et al (31) assigned the

latter peak to the asymmetríc frequency and we r,uould tend Eo agïee

ú/ith thís as strongly elecËron releasing substiËuents do tend to lower

this frequeïr.cy below 1540 cm-1. The only peaks occurring in thís

region for the p-0 benzoate ion are at L567 and 1511 cm-l and here

no assignment \^ras made. Also in these spectra and those in part (b),

a peak near L47o-60 cr-l occurred. d.ue to some Hro impurity in the Dro.

rn those cases where oxygen-l8 labelling was used to identify

the carboxylate peaks, the frequencies are accompanied by an asterisk.

Figures VIII to XV each give the spectrum of a substituted

benzoate ín DrO solution (solid 1íne) and superímposed on this is the

spectrum of the salt of the same acíd in D20 obtaíned by a hydrolysis

of the acid chloride in r^/ater enriched in oxygen-l8 (dashed line).

These spectra are identícal in size and expansion Ëo Ëhose on which

the frequency measuremenËs r¡/ere carried out. Thus the abscissa scale

is calibrated in uniËs of 26 
"*-l/i.r.h. of the total of fourteen acid

chlorides which were hydroryzed and whose spectra were obtained, only
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FTGURE III

Infrared. slrecira, of O.l-5 l','i sclutions of

the fcllor',ling substi';u-tec'l- benzca''r,es in DrO
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fnf.r¿1,:e c1 spectra of O. I I I'f scl u-ticns cf

tbe fcllclii-ng su-bstitu-ted. ben:roa,'ces in D20
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F'TGURE V

Infrared. spectra of 0"1J 1,4 solutions

of the follor,ring substituted benzoates

in DrO

(.) o-F

(") o-Br

(u) o-NO,

(b) o-cl

(d) o-r
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T'IGIIRE VT

Tnfrared speetra of 0.1J i'i solutions of

the foJ-lowing substituted benzoates i.n

Dzo

(") o-CH3 (b) o-c2[,

(") o-c5[, (d) o-cF,

(u) o-0-
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FIgIRE 1IIT

ïnfrared spectra of 0.1J M solutions of

the foJ.lowing substituted benzoates Ín

Dzo

(r) o-CHro

( c ) o-Cll

(") o-NH2

(b) o-cr[r}

(d) o-sH

(f) o-oH
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Substitl¡ent

-H
m-CH2
^ ¡rtJ

il;a
p-i-c
p-t-c
p-9I:
"-!I¡
P-uHe
P-C2É
rn-0f,
p-oH
n-NH2
p-NHz
p-F
m-CI
p-cl
m-Br
p-Br
p-ï
m-NO2

P-N0a
p-cN-
m-0-
p-0-
o-F

TA.BT,E T

t'"requenei-es of the Mai¡r Peaks in the 1650-1300

æ.
Some Substituted Benzoates in D20

5.,
3"?
tfi9

0
0

50

(f)
(")
(")
(a)
(")
(b)
(u)
(h)
(b)
(")
(")
(d)
(c)
(d)
(a)
(')
(b)
(c)
(d)
(b)
(")
(")
(')
(h)
(h)
(a)

1609.r
-l.604

L607.3
L6OB.7

1606.o
1606.?

1606,?

1609"o

Aronatie

r595.4
l-593.7
1590"1
t5go.3 I575.8
r5BB.6
1588.0
160l.z
1596"7
1594.3
r5g4.g
-I590
t595.5

1592.2
L587.5
1608.8
L592.3
L592.6
1588"5
1590"7
L587.6
L599.L

Peqk F?equencies

Is¡munetrie
Carboxylate

]Jþ$.lx
L55r.6
rr4t.7
1539.6',?
I54L.2
L53?.5*
1558.0 -t5L5
r59+.9
L9+1.4.
!*L.6" -t5L5
l-550.6
L}+r.z
1554")
1532.9
1553.9*
1533"6
1547.7
L550.5
1547.3
L9+3.7
1562.4* t53z.o
L5?4.7o 1525.3
L552.6
L539.9
(i) 1511"1

156o.9* -rt+85

cnfl negion of the ïnfrared of

r6L6.2
L6t5.?

1590.2
a613.8 t5g6.o

L5g4.B
r5?2.6
t56?.L

-t425

S¡rmmetric
Carbolylate

13gO.B*
L3Bg"g
13BB.g
r3go.2*
l_390.1-"
1391.0*
1394.5
].3B7.g
1388.1*
l-389.2^
1388.3
r385.7
1389.6
]-385.2
1389.5"
1384"3
L393.3
l-382.5
1392.O
L3gL.3*
1386.0*
1392.4*
L386.9
1386.0
1380.6_
L3g!.6^

Lt+69.3
-L470

-r475

LU+z.3

1419.8

ILtL[.5

14?6.7

lþ36.5

1423.r

L327.9

1474.5 1422.8
1503.3
*r455

t435.2 r)54"7
1349"4 1311"9

(¡
UJ



Substituent

o-Cl
o-Br
o:I
o"I9-z
o-ulI^
o-c^Ë-
o--cin?o
o-CFa-
o-0-J
o-CH,'0
o-cod.oa)
o-CN -
o-SH
o-NH2
o-0H

Source

(b)
(b)
(')
(b)
(")
(e)
(')
(u)
(h)
(c)
(c)
(")

t;l
(f)

rAErE r. (coNmNU_Ep)

Peak Frequenc¿eg

Äromatie ds¡rnnnetric
Carboxylate

t6o?.? 1578.8
1601.8 15?5.3

1599.O

1581.0*
1579"6
1574.5."
1589.?^
L56o.B
l-56]-.5

I5?4.t*

1603.0
t602.5
T604"3
r58g.g
L6r2.4
16r?.6

Souree

t590-"ç 159+.9 1534ç1(i) 14?0.7 LW5.g1586.8 1556Ô* 
' 'L490.2. t46?.? ;.g3g.Ll

1586.9 t557.O -I4?5 -L45O1588.2 1565.6 -!1t85 *LLtl+5
t57ç.6 L550.7 t466.7 L436.5 1429.6t5?8.9 t-9ù,4.. rr+84.9 t4'9..:t+rfr8.9 rgr5.?^ r+76.4 1459.4

(r) Aldrich Chemicals (b) Irtatheson, Coleman and.
(") Eastman Organic Chemi.eals (d) British Drug Houses
(") Kand K Chemi-cals (f) May and Baker(e) Frinton (h) prêpared

- 1570

* These earboq¡late frequencies were eonfirmed by oxygen -18 labelIing.

(i) In the case of the o- and p- 0- benzoates there rüas some doubt as to the

assignment of the as¡rmmetric carbo>qrlate frequency.

155r.1o
1552.6
r55+"7

-1475 -L435
-LL+75 .-1435
*7]+70 -1430t5zg.r I47g"z

-ILtIt5

1479"6 l452.t
-I49O

S¡znmetrie
Carbox¡¡1ate

1401.1*
1401.1
t3gg.2
1386.?:
l¡04.6"
l405.5
]-399.9
L4o2.z+
1401.3
L3gg 

" 5"
l400"?
t387.8
T393,I
1382.4
13?6.9*

BeLL

L3t+3.r

(Jl
N



F.TGURE \rIÏI

Infrared spectra of the normal (-) and

exchanged (- - -) rrnsubstituted benzoate

salts in DrO sirlution, The spectra of the

p-t-C4Hrr p-F and o)-F benzoates closely

resembled these.
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FIGURE VIII (A)

The infrared spectrum of a 0.06 M solution of

oxygen-l8 labelled benzoate ion in DrO
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FIGUIIE 1Ï

Infrared spectra of the normal (-) and

exchanged (- - -) V-CrHt} benzoate salts

in DrO. The spectra of the P-C5H, and

o-CH30 benzoates closely resembled these.
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Infrared

exchanged

D20.

HTGURE X

spectra of the normal 1-) and

(- - -) m-N0, benzoate salts i:r
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FIGURts XI

Infrared spectra of the nonnal 1-) and

exehanged (- - -) p-NOZ benzoate salts in

Ð2o"
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FIGURE XIT

Infrared spectra of the normal 1-) and

excha:eged (- - -) ô-Cl benzoate salts in

DZO. The speetra of the o-CF, benzoates

cJ-osel-y resembled these.
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F-IGURE )ilII

Infrared speetra of the normal 1-) and

exchanged (- - -) o-N02 benzoate salts ín

D?o'
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FIGUNE XTV

-
Infrared spectra of the normal (-) and

exchanged. (- - -) ô--CH3 benzoate salts in

Dzo.
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FIGITRE TV

Infrared spectra of the normal (-) and

exchanged (- - -) salicylate salts j:e DZO.
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64
eight spectra are shown. The spectra of the remaining six benzoates

resembled one or another of the spectra shornm, as indicated in the

captíons of the fígures. These spectra \^iere superímposed by matchíng

the 1288.0 "*-l indene calibration peaks ín the ti^io spectra.

(b) The Substituted Salicylates in DrO

The condensed spectra of 0.15 M solutions of the substítuËed

salicylates in DrO solution are given ín Figures XVI and XVII. The

frequencíes of all the peaks in Ëhe 1650-1300 c* I r.gion are

tabulated in Table II. Agaín Ëhe columns conËaining the asymmeËric

and symmeËríc carboxylaËe frequencies are labelled.

(c) The SubstituËed Salicylic Acids in CHCI, and CC1O

For all the subsLítuted salicylic acids ín .0025 M solutions

in CHC1", two peaks in the carboxyl stretching region were observed.
J'

These r^/ere attribuËed to the monomeric and dimeric forms of the

acid, the latter havíng its carboxyl absorptíon at the lower

frequency. These spectTa were all very simílar and, even in such

dilute solutions, the dímer peak was the more íntense one. Fígure

XVIII shows how the relative intensities of the monomer and dimer

peaks vary as the concentration of the acid (4-methoxy salicylic

acid j-n this case) changes. As the concentration of the acíd

increases, the dímer peak incr'eases in íntensity relaËíve to the

monomer peak.

Saturated solutions of the nitrosalicylic acíds gave rise to

lower ínÈensity peaks. The dimer peak was only barely resolved in

the 4-nítrosalícvlic acid and was noË resolved at all in the 5-

nitrosalicylíc acid. The spectrum of this latter acid resembled

that of 4-methoxysalícylic acid ín Ëhe 0.0008 M solution as far as



FIGURE X]II

Tnfrared spectra of 0.1J I'f solutions of

the foll-owjlg substituted salicylates in

Dzo

(a) -H (b) 4-cHro

(ó) 4-Br (d) 5-ct
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FÏGURE XINI

Infrared spectra of 0.1J Ii solutions of

the following substítuted salicylates in

Dzo

(") 5-t

(ttl 5-ivo,

(.) 5-cxro

(b) 4-F

(d) 5-P

(f ) lr-trto,
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TABLE II
't

Frequeneies of the i'{ain Peaks j¡r the 1650-1300 em-'Region of the Infrared

Substi-tuent

of Some Substituted Salieylates ín DrO

LT

4-cHoo
5.CH¿O
4-p )
5-P
4-gr
5-ct
ET

4-trtO,
5-No;

l6L?.4
l620.L
1626.4
t623.6
1628"4
16]-:0.2
1618.0
160g,9
L629.4
L625.0

Aromatic

1588.7
r53g.3
T585,9
1596.4
L596.1
L579.3
1584.3
1579.3

1598.6

As¡rmmetric
Carbonylate

r545"5
1537.t+
L557 "6
l-550 

"L+
1559"4
l-{tl+.I
L55r.9
L547.7
1566.L
I56t+.1

Peak Frequencies

S¡zrunetric
Carbo:cylate

lI+?6.1 L45g.r 13?6,2
rtil+?.? 13?0.2

1485.4 Lt+32.t+ l3?O.4.
-1442 l3ZL+.?

-1475 -1433 1367.8
L47V.Z I3Z?.2

t47L.2 1422.4 t367,4
-L465 -L4r5 L365.8
L525.7 1474.6 1435.8 -I3g5.?
- 1490 -lu+o -L3gr.3

t336.6

L35+.3 -13t0

o\.{



FTGI]RE XJrIII

Infrared spectra in the carbonyl streteh-

ing region of the following coneentrations

of 4-netho>qrsa1icyllc acid i.n CHC13

(r) 0.0008 M

(c) 0"0025 M

(b) 0.0015 M

(d) 0.0030 M
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peak ínËensiËies \¡/ere concerned. The monomer and dimer frequencies

of all Ëhe salicylíc acíds in CHCI, solutíon along with the Hammettrs

o values of the substiËuents are given in Table III.

In CC1O solution the monomer and dímer peaks have a larger

frequency separation and so are better resolved. In all the .0015 M

soluËions, the acíds gave rise to t\,/o carboxyl peaks, the lower

frequency dimer peak again being somewhat more inËense. These peaks

are also somewhat sharper than the corresponding ones ín CHC1r. The

monomer and dimer carboxyl frequencies of the substituted salicylic

acids in CC1O are given in Table IV along with the HammetË o values

for the subsËíËuenËs.

(d) Related Compounds

The frequencies of some relaËed compounds in various solvents

are tabulated in Table V. Ilowever, ofily the niËro afid carboxylate

frequencíes are given except in those cases where assignment of these

bands is in doubË.

Also in Table V (b), Ëhe frequencies of some of the substiËuted

benzoates in D^O are re-tabulated as these will be used for refererice
z

in the díscussion.

In mosË cases only the two peaks in the nitro or carboxylaËe

stretchíng f requency regions r¡lere observed and the frequencies of

Ëhese two peaks \,/ere tabulated. The spectrum of o-nítrophenol

saturated in DrO gave no measurable absorpËion. However, a saturated

solutíon ín 1:2 by volume DrO/methanol gave measurable absorptíon

and so all the nitro compounds r¡/ere run ín this solvent. Surprisingly,

Êhe spectra in KBr yielded very sharypeaks, in some cases just as

sharp as Ëhe soluËion spectra.



SubsËituent

The Carbonyl Frequencies of Some SubstiËuted Salicylíc Acids ín CHC1

4-cH^0
3

-H

4-Br

4-F

5-CH30

5-Br

5-F

5-N0
¿̂

4-N0
ẑ

:'c The acid was

Monomer Carbonyl
Frequency

1678.4

L690.9

1690.8

L69L.B

1693. 3

1694.0

1697.9

1702.0

L704.8

TABLE IIT

Dimer Carbonyl
Frequency

1653.0

L664.4

L665.L

L664.4

L668.6

L670.7

1669.2

7677 .B

Di.f f erence
(monomer Ëo dimer)

not sufficienËly soluble Ëo give a dimer peak.

25.4

26.5

25.7

27 .4

24.7

23.3

28.7

27 .O

U -U1

-.268

0.0

+,232

+.062

+. 115

+.391

+.337

+.7L0

+.778

o2

+.115

0.0

+. 391

+.337

-.268

+.232

+.062

+L.270

+.710

!
O



Substituent

The carbonyl Frequencies of some substituted salicylic Acíds ín cclO

4-CH30

_H

4-Br

4-F

5-CH30

5-Br

5-F

5-NOr,t

4-NOrr,

Monomer Carbonyl
Frequency

L6B7 .3

1695 . B

L697 .4

1698. 1

L699.2

L700.2

L702.4

TABLE TV

Dímer Carbonyl
Frequency

L652.3

L662.5

L663.2

L662.0

L667 .7

L667.4

L667 .4

*The acid i^las not

Difference
(monomer to dÍmer)

35.0

33.'3

34:2

36. 1

32.L

32.8

35.0

suffíciently soluble Ëo give measurable carbonyl pealcs.

o = 01

-.268

0.0

+.232

+.062

+.115

+.391

+.337

+.710

+.778

6Z

+.115

0.0

+. 391

+.337

-.268

+.232

+,062

+L.270

+.7L0

\
ts
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TABLE V

(a) Asvmmetric and SymmeËric Nitro Frequencies of Nítrobenzene

and o- and p-Nitrophenols in Various Solvents

Compound Phase

Nitrobenzene -

o-nitrophenol -

AsymmeËric Nitro
Frequency (cm-l)

L523.7

1531.5

DzO L527.3

L:2 L527 .5

Symmetric Nitro
Frequencv (cm-l)

1348. 1

L348.2

L354.6

1351. 3

L335.2

L332.2

- 1339

1338.2

L342.3

134s. 3

L344.4

1341. 1

to enable accurate frequency

I neat liquid

l.* ,n ,rro
I saturated in
I ""trrtated io
I o20lmethanol
L

lãolid in KBr

l.r, ,n "rro
I 
saËurated in

I saturated ín

þzo/'etrttnot

D2o*

L:2

1535.0

1540. 3

L52L.4

p-niËrophenol -

The compound

measuremerits

solid in KBr

saËuraËed in
saËurated in
saturated in
Dr0 /meËhanol

1500. 2

ccL4 1527.L

D20 L5L2.6 1501.8

T;2 L5LL.3 1500.2

\^ras not suff icientlY soluble

to be made.
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TABLE V (ConËfd)

(b) Asvnnnetríc and sr¡mmetríc carborvlate Frequencies of some

SubstiËuËed Sodium BenzoaËes in DrO and KBr.

AsyrnmeËric Carboxylate Symmetric Carboxylate
Compound Phase

Frequencv Frequencv

l-solid in KBrsocrumDenzoatel^- (a)
I 3.15 M in Dro

1550. 3

L548.L

14L4.7

1390. B

sodium p-hydroxy- þria in KBr L546'5 14L6.4

benzoate -l o.rs lt in r"o(a) L54r.7 L385.7

þria in KBr 1590. 3 L576.6x 1388. 6 t373.oir
sodium salicylat^ -l" -l ,.r5 M ín oro(") L54s.7 L3t6.g

(a) Data from Table I.

* These peaks were assigned to Ëhe asymmetric and s¡rnunetric

carboxylaËe streËchíng frequencies.
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p-Nitrophenol saturated in DrO and DrO/methanol gave ríse Ëo

Ëhe normal symmetric peak but had two peaks, both at much lower

frequency, in Ëhe asymmeËric region.

Sodium salicylate in KBr gave rise to t\,'ro peaks ín each of the

s;rmmetríc and asymmeËríc regions. Green, KynasËon and Lindsey (77)

have assígned the higher frequency peak in the asymmetríc region

Ëo the aromatíc ríng but r^rere not able to assign the s¡rmmetric peak

unambiguously. The higher frequency peak in the symmetric regíon at

1388.6 
"r-1 

Ís much less intense than the 1373.0 cm -l rrrd these

workers also quot eð, a L4Ol 
"*-l 

p"rk. Because of its intensity,

the 1373.0 "*-1 peak in sodium salícylate in KBr has been tentaÈively

assigned Ëo the symmetríc carboxylaËe frequency.

These frequencies will be díscussed ín more detaj-l later in

relatíon to Ërends of Ëhe nitro and carboxylate frequencies under

conditions of inËermolecular and íntramolecular hydrogen bonding.
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Discussion

f General Discussion of the Frequencies Being

Considered

The peak occurring near 1600 cn-l in our

benzoate spectra is probably that assigned by

Bellamy (13 (a) ) to the' "1600 "m-1 aromatic vibration
band.". Actually there are usually four aromatic

C=C stretching vibrations in th-e 1650-1450 cm-l

region. Bellamy @3 (a) ) has discussed thre frequencies

and intensitj.es of these peaks as a function of

substitution of the ring in some detail and so this

will not be done here. Houiever, our results compare

well- with literature values for related compounds.

In gener4l, we attribute peaks in the 1400-1620 cm-l

region other than the carboxylate or nitro peaks to

aromatic stretching frequencies. Only those in the
-1L620^L575 cm - region will be treated in any d.etail

while those in the 1520-1400 "*-l range will only be

quoted in frequency and even some of these only

approximately. In general, these "approximate" peaks

were either too broad or too weak to be measured

accurately. Very wea.k peaks were not incfuded.
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The aromatic peaks in the L62O-L575 cm-l

region vary in frequency and intensity with type and

position of substitution. These peaks are most

intense when disubstitution is ortho or para and one

substituent is electron releasing and th-e other

electron withdrawing (39, f02 ) . In some casesr one

and, in other cases, two aromatj-c peaks are observed

in this region and this can be clearly seen from our

spectra.

The benzoate ion itself has only one aromatic

peak. Electron withdrawing para-substj-tuents on the

benzoate ion also give rise to only one intense

aromatic peak near 1600 "*-I. Weak1y interacting
para-alkyl substituents show a small shoulder on the

high frequency side of this main peak usually near

1608 "*-1. ft appears as a shoulder on the large 1590

-'ìcm - peak. Strongly electron releasing substituents

such as alkoxy, amino and hydroxy para to the

carboxylate group give rise to two almost equally

intense peaks in the aromatic region; one near L607

"*-1 and t.he other near 1595 .*-1. The p-phenyl

benzoate i-on has a small shoulder near l-604 "*-1 as

well as two other aromatic peaks at 1590 and L576
_lcm'. The p-O substituent gives rise to aromatic

peaks at 1590 and L567 "*-1.
The meta-substituted benzoate ions have less

intense aromatic peaks. Only one peak of lower

intensity than that in the corresponding para-substituted
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compound occurs for the m-Cl, -Br, -NH2, -CH3O, and

-O compounds. This band is so weak in t,he m-OH

compound that it appears only as a very weak shoulder

near 1590 .*-1. fn the n-CHU compound a high frequency

shoul-der near 1605 "*-t occurs on the weak L5g4 .*-1

peak. Sjmilarly, the m-No2 benzoate ion has a high

frequency weak shoulder near 1616 cr0-1 on the stronger

15gg .*-1 aromatic peak.

The ortho-substituted benzoates show some

markedly different behavior in the aromatic region.

The o-Cl, -Br and -f benzoates show a yery large

intense peak at 15BL-74 "*-t witfr small low frequency

shoulders. This is the only peak in the 1600-1500

-1cm - region and is probably a superposition of both

1ow frequency aromatic and hi-gh frequency as)4lrmetric

carboxylate peaks. This conclusion is arrived at by

recalling that this unslzmmetrical- peak was broadened

ry ol8 labelling (for exampler sêê the o-Cl benzoate

case in Figure Xff) and that ortho-halogen substituents

often lead to J.ow aromatic frequencies ( 62 ). The

o-NO, benzoate ion is similar in haying only the one

peak near 1590 "*-I with low freguency shoulders and

no normal asymmetric carboxylate peak. The ortho-

alkyl and phenyl benzoates have two or three high

frequency shoulders on the aslnnmetric carboxylate peak

occurring near 1550 "*-I. These are probably weak aromati,

peaks. The o-CF, benzoate J-on gives rise to peaks of

similar shape but now the carboxylate peak is at
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L574 cm-l. All these substituents consid.ered so far
have large steric requirements and all lack normal_

aromatic absorption either because of a weakening of

the intensity of t.he peaks or a lowering of the

frequency such that they overlap with the carboxylate

peak. Smaller groups however show normal aromatic

absorption. The o-F benzoate has a shoulder near

L6I4 cm-l on the L596.*-t aromatic peak. The sali-
cylate dianion has an aromatic peak near 1591 cm-l

and the 1555 cm-I peak may algo be a very low frequency

aromatic peak. The spectrum of th,e ortho-alkoxy-
benzoates lvith approximately egually intense peaks at
1603 and. 1587 "*-1 resembles that of the orttro^C=N

compound. The o-SH benzoate absorbs at 1590 and L577

-'lcm '; both of th.ese peaks are probably caused by

aromatic vibrations. The anthranilate and salicylate
ions both- giye two intense peaks in th-e aromatic region

near L6I2 and L57g cm-l for tÏ¡-e forrqer and 1618 and

1589 cm-l for the laLter. The sharpness of these

peaks leads us to attribute them all to aromatic

vibrations. Those peaks in the salicylate ion will
be discussed in greater detail later wh-en ckrelation

in the salicylate ion is considered.

The 1600 "*-l aromatic bands-haye been studied

for reLated compounds by some authors 16Z,102 ). They

agree that o- and p-substitution intensifies the

peaks. Also the bands are more intense for strongly

interacting groups such as alkoxy, Lr-ydroxy and amino
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and \^/eaker f,or weakly interacting groups or for

substituents which have similar electronic

properties to the carboxylate. Tlrese authors

found no quantitatiye correlation of band position

or intensity to Hamnett!s Çt electronegativity or

to the size of the ortho substituent.

Sor4e work h-as preyious-ly been done on th.e

position of tlr-e as¡rn¡metric and s'ymrnetri.c carboxylate

peaks. rn aqueous LD2O) golutionr Raman (56 ) and

infrared ( 75) spectral studies have shown that the
-l1730 cm * carbonyl peak of the acid disappears on

the addition of NaOD and tlqo peaks at 1550 and 1400

-'lcm * appear. These peaks are asgigned to th-e

asymmetric and s¡zmmetric stretching frequencj.es of

the carboxylate group ( 57) in which both oxygens are

equivalent by resonance ( 5I). There is a definite

analogy between the carboxylate and nitro groupsr âs

in both the two oxygens are equivalent and the two

groups are isoelectronic.
The aslnnmetric and symmetric carboxylate

frequencies in sodium benzoate have been found to

occur at L554 and 141-3 "*-t respectively in the solid

in KBr disks (L47). Very few workers have studied

the effect of substitution on these carboxylate

frequencies in the benzoate ion and this was one

reason for the present work" Stimson (L47) did do

some work on the effect of o-, m- and p-amino

substitution on the spectra of solid sodium benzoate
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in KBr. Recent workers ( eg ) assigned the l5gg
-1cm - peak in sodium benzoate in DrO to the asymmetric

stretching frequency but our work wirl- show this to
be in error. The 1550 "*-1 peak whích they found

will be shown to be the asymmetric carboxylate

frequency and this 1599 cm-l peak is probably the
aromatic frequency which we haye discussed above.

Now a brief d.iscussion of the results obtained.

from oxygen-l8 label-ling of the carboxylate group

will be made. In general exchange of 4n atom in a

molecule with a heavier isotope will affect the

infrared spectrum. As previously mentioned., exchange

of deuterium for protium in arcohols lowers the o-H

peak intensity near 3600 cm-l and causes the appear-

ance of an O-D peak at lower frequencies around
-l2600 "*-t, u. shift of 1000 "*-1. Now exchange of

oxygen-l8 for oxygen-16 in a carbonyl group causes a

frequency lowering of only about 30 cm-l. This

effect has been studied by pinchas, samuel and vüeiss-

Broday ( f33) who recorded the infrared spectra in
cc14 and cHCla of benzoic acid, benzoyr chl-oride and.

methyl benzoate highly enriched. in oxygen-I8. In
normal benzoic acid in CCl*, the carbonyJ_ peaks due

to monomer and d.imer occur at L73g and 1690 "*-t
respectively while labelled oxygen-l8 carbonyl

absorption occurs at 1707 and. 1670 cm-l. In methyt

benzoate, the carbonyl band shifts to lower

frequencies from L727 to 169G cm-l on labelling the
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carbonyl oxygen \^rith oxygen-l8. These shifts of

about 30 "*-1 are about 752 of the theoretical

shifts calculated. from reduced masses.

In our work now the carboxylate ion will have

only 402 of one of the oxygens labelled with

oxygen-I8. Vüíth both oxygens l-abelIed, the

theoretical shifts of t.he asymmetric and symmetric

carboxylate frequencies will be in the order of 35

"*-1 to lower frequency. For only one oxygen

labelled., i.e. -co16o18 , the theoretical shift
will be around L5-20 cm-I. If the actual shifts are

again 759ø of theoretical, then the obseryed shift
may be in the order of L2-I5 "*-1. Thus, because

these shifts are so small and the carboxylate

frequencies were quite broad., two peaks were not

resolved. Only a broadening of the carboxylate

frequencies was noted. as seen in Figures VII] to

XV of the ResulLs section. However this broadening

was taken to i-ndicate which of the peaks observed

\^/ere the carboxylate peaks.

An attempt was actually made to determine the

shift whj-ch accompanied the labelling of one of the

ca-rboxylate oxygens wj.th oxygen-l8. It was assumed

that 402 of the benzoate salt in solution would. be

labelled and 60% would be normal; the hydrolysis in

oxygen-l8 enriched water was carried out for 16

hours. Thus a difference spectrum was scanned of a

0.15 M solution of the exchanged salt in the sample
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beam against a 0.09 M (60U of 0.15 M) solution of

normal benzoate salt in the reference beam; both

solutions in DrO and in 0.05 mm cells. The normal

benzoate ion absorption would cancel and the

resulting spectrum would be that of a 0.06 M

solution of the exchanged salt in DrO. Such a

spectrum is reproduced in Figure VIII (a) . The DrO

peaks, of course, have been cancelled and the

frequencies of the remaining peaks were measured

relative to indene. The aromatic frequency near

1600 .*-1 is unchanged; Lhis is to be expected as

labelling of one of the carboxylate oxygens

shouldn't affect its frequency. The aslzmr4etric

frequency was lowered by Lo.2 cm-l to L537.g cn-l

and the slanmetric frequency by 11.1 cin-l to

1379.7 "*-t. This shift of 10-11 cm-l is slightly
less than we expected and only leads to broadening

of the peaks.

Correlations of the aromatic and carboxylate

frequencies with Hammettrs o constants are carried

out for the benzoates and salicylates in th-e next

section.

The frequencies of the monomeric and. d.imeric

carbonyl peaks in the substituted salicylic acids

in CHCIa and CCln will now be discussed briefly.

Several- workers (23r131) , studying the carbonyl

group frequencies of substj-tuted benzoic acids in

CCLA, haye assigned the higher freguency peak in
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this region to the monomeric species and the lower

frequency peak to the dimeric species. Similarl-y,
Brooks et al. (24) sLudied the carbonyl

frequencies of substituted salícyIic acids in CCln

and assigned the higher freguency peak near 1690

.*-1 to the chelated monomer and the 1660 .*-I peak

to the chelated dimer. This approach seems

reasonable as salicylic acid can form a hydrogen-

bonded dimer without breaking the chelate in the

same !üay as can other substj-tuted benzoic acids.

The monomeric salicylic acid. frequency in
t L6g6 "*-1, about 45 cm-l l-ower than

the monomeric peak in benzoic acid and. at about the

same frequency as the dimeric peak in this acid.

This would seem to indicate chelation in salicylic
acid as has been discussed in the Literature Review.

The 1663 .*-1 peak in salicylic acid. in CCln is
commonly attributed to the dimer (Z¿ ). The monomer

to d.imer shift of 35 "*-1 in CCln for salicylic acid

relative to 45 cm-I for benzoic acid is attributed to

the lower carbonyl group basicity in the former acid"

The monomer peaks of salicylic acid are about 6 cm-l

lower in CHCI, than in CCln due to the hydrogen

bonding ability of the former solvent but such a

solvent effect is not seen on the dirner frequency.

In fact the dimer salicylic acid frequencj-es in CCln

are about 2 cm-l lower than in CHCI'. The fact that
a larger acid concentration in CHCIa is required to
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give approximately equal monomer and dimer peaks

may be due to competition by the solvent in

hydrogen bonding with the acid molecul-e. In the

dimer, the carbonyl group is hydrogen bonded to

two protons alread.y and the entering of the CHCIa

molecule is sterically unfavorable. However, if

it does occur to a small extent, this would' weaken

the dimer and we could see this from concentration

effects and from increasing dimer freguency in CHCIa'

As seen in Tables III and IV, the monomer to

dimer frequency shifts seem to vary randomly wj-th

substítuent in the range 23.3 Lo 28-7 .*-l in CHCI,

and 32.L to 36.1 "*-t in cc1n.

Now we wil} consider the ass.igninent made by

Chapman et al. (gl) that the L62I cm-l peak in

sodium salicylate in DrO is due to the asymmetric

carboxylate frequency" The spectrum of a 0.15 M

solution of sodium sali-cylate in Dro j-s given in

Figure XV. Firstly¡ wê have observed this very

sharp, intense peak at 1618 "*-1. This is definitely

at very high frequency for an asymmetric carboxylate

peak but these workers have explained that this is

due to the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen

bond. However its sharpness (this peak is just as

sharp as the salicylate aromatic peak at f5B9 cm-l)

in comparison to the broad peaks obtained for the

asymmetric carboxylate frequencies of other benzoate

salts seems to cast doubt. on ttris assignment. one
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r^zould have expected oxygen-l8 labelling of the

carboxylate group in the salicylate ion to have

had a drastic effect. on this peak but from Figure

XV we see no such effect was observed. However a

small amount of broadening \474s noted on the L546

-1cm-' peak which these workers made no mention of.

Because this L546 "*-1 peak occurs in the region

where the asymmetric carboxylate freguency is

expected to occur, because oxygen-l8 labelling

has some, although small, effect on this peak,

and because of its breadth, we have assigned this

peak in sodium salicylate ín Dro to the aslnnmetric

carboxylate frequency. The large breadth of this

peak in comparison to that for other asymmetric

carboxylate peaks could be caused by such chel-ation

as that mentioned by Chapman et aI. (3I) but

certainly no shift of this asymmetric carboxylate

peak occurs which could be attributed to chelation.

Thus these workers seem to be in error in their
-1assignment, of the L62L cm - peak to the asymmetric

carboxylate frequency and we ha.ve assigned the

-11546 cm-t peak to this frequencyr in the region

where this frequency would be expected. As

previously mentioned our 1618 "*-I salicylate peak

has been assigned to an aromatic vibrational

frequency.

Our rel-ated spectra \,vere recorded to compare

the frequency shifts for the carboxylate group
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under various conditions to those for the niLro

group under similar conditions. The unsubstituted

and p-hydroxy substituted compounds are compared to

the o-hydroxy substituted isomer.

To better illustrate the frequency shifts we

are observj-ng, another table, Table VI, \^ras set up

giving the aslnnmetric and symmetric carboxylate

and nitro frequencies of the related compounds in

various solvents. The carboxylate group in sodium

benzoate in KBr will not be hydrogen bonded and its

asymmetric frequency at 1550 crn-l will be affected

only by lattice packing" However, although sodium

benzoate in DrO witl have both its equiyalent

oxygens hydrogen bonded to solyenÈ, the asymmetric

frequency is almost unaffected, occutrring at 1548

"*-1. This frequency in sodium p-hydroxybenzoate

is not much different at L547 cm-l beíng shif,t.ed

by 5 cm-l down to L542 "*-l from KBr to Dro. when

the carbonyt group of an acid molecule becomes

hydrogen bonded, a d.ecrease in the carbonyl frequency

occurs as expected. However, when a carboxylate

group becomes hydrogen bonded as in sodium salicylate,

essentiatly the carboxylate group is being

protonated andtending Lowards an acid structure so

that the as¡nnmetric carboxylate freguency increases

(311). This effect is seen in sodium salicylate in

KBr which will be intramol-ecularly hydrogen bonded;

the asymmetric frequency is shifted to higher
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TABLE VI

Asymmetric and Slzmmetric Carboxyl_ate

and Nitro Frequencies of the Re,lated

Compounds in Various Solvents

Asymmetric and Symmetric Frequenciesa

Compound r_n KlJr in CCl.
4

in DrO in Lz2 DrO/
methanol

Sodium

benzoate
1550

L4L5
1s4 B

13 91

Sodium
p-hydroxy
benzoate

L547

L4L6
l-542

1386

Sodium.

salicylate

Nitrobenzene

L577

L37 3

L524b

13 4B

L532
13 4B

r546
L377

L527

13 55

L528

13 51

p-Nitrophenol 150 0

1342

r527

1345

l-513c
1502c

L344

151lc
1500c
13 41

o-Nitrophenol 153 5

133s
1540

L332
d

tuI33 9

L52L

133 B

tThe frequency first quoted is the asymmetric frequencyr
the second is the slnnmetric frequency.

bNeat liquid.
tT*o peaks are observed. in the asymmetric nitro
frequency region; no definite assignment is made.

do-irfitrophenol was only slightly soluble in D2O; the
observed peaks were extremely weak and not aòcurately
measurable.
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frequencies by 30 .*-1 to L577 cm-I. rn Dro nowr'

the j-ntramolecular hydrogen bond should be weakened

and we find, in fact, that the frequency falls to

1546 "*-1. This large low frequency shift seems to

suggest that the chelate which exists in sodium

salicylate in KBr has perhaps been broken in such a

polar solvent as DrO and. the aslzmmetric freguency

no\^i occurs in the same region as those for compounds

which have no intramolecular hydrogen bond.

Trends in the slzmmetric carboxylate frequency

are much harder to follow as this frequency is

largely affected by the cation in the salt in KBr

(tt).

However, the results seem to suggest a lowering

of the symmetric carboxylate freguency in sodium

sali-cylate in KBr due to chelation and then an

increase in this frequency for the salicylate ion in

,2O, as the chelate is weakened or destroyed" Just

as protonation¡ âs occurs in hydrogen bonditg, of the

carboxylate group tends to increase the asymmetric

carboxylate frequency towards that of the C=O frequency

in the acid moleculer so \4ie may expect a correspond.ing

decrease of the symmetric carboxylate frequency

towards that of the C-O frequency in the acid.

The very low asymmetric nitro freguencies in

p-nitrophenol in KBr and DrO are attributed to

contribution to the resonance hybrid by the

structure t 0A )
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+/\+,,O
,,'o\_,1*b-

which will probably exist under such conditions.

In CC1n, however, contributj.on by this resonance

structure will be greatly reduced as such a

separation of charges is unfavorable j-n such a

non-polar solvent and the normal freguency is

observed. The frequencies of o-nitrophenol in

DrO were not obtained accurately so thoge in the

mixed solvent will be used and cottlpared to those

of the other compounds in the same solyent. For

nitrobenzer:'e, going from CCL4 to the DrO/methanol

solvent, the asymmetric nitro frequency is found

to decrease by 4 cm-l from L532 cm-l tro L52B cm-l.

From p-nitrophenol to o-nitrophenol, Lhis frequency

is seen to increase by 13 .*-1 f,rom ir527 Lo l-540 "*-l
in CCln. This frequency increase from a non-hydrogen

bonded compound to one having an intramolecular

hydrogen bond is analogous to that obtained in the

carboxylate compounds. For o-nitrophenol from CCL4

to the polar mixed solvents the as¡æmetric frequency

decreases by Lg.*-t while the freguency shift of

nitrobenzene for the same solvent change was only

"-14 cm . -Lt' seems reasonable to assune that such a

shift for o-nitrophenol could indicate f-ission of
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the intramolecular hydrogen bond in the more polar

solvent. It can be argued. that a resonance structure

li,$s that contributing to p-nitrophenol as Seen above

can also be expected. to occur for o-nitrophenol. Thus

in the absence of chelation, the asla'nmeLric nitro

frequency in o-nitrophenol should occur near 1500 cm-l

in KBr and near 1511 .*-I in the mixed solvents.

Actuatly in KBr, this frequency is 35 cm-l higher than

expected due to chelation, but in DrO it is only I0
-1cm nl-gner chan expected as chelation is reduced

drastically in the Polar solvent.

The sl.mmetric nitro frequency of nitrobenzerle

is increased by 3 cm-I from 1348 to 1351 cm-l going

from ccL4 Lo DrO/rwethanol while for p-nitrophenol a

sj.milar change in so1vent is accompanied by a 4 cm-l

frequency decrease from 1345 to 1341 cm-l. o-Nitro-

phenol has a sl"mmetric frequency at L332 "*-1 in
-'ìCCL4 lower by 13 cm-' than that f,or p-nitrophenol'

However a change in solvent from cc1l Lo DrO/methanol

causes a 6 cm-l frequency increase to 1338 cm-l for

o-ni.trophenol which is only 3 cm-l lower than the

slanmetr j-c f requency of p-nitrophenol. This lowering

of the slnnmetric freguency in the compound having the

chelate and then subsequent increase as the polarity

of the solvent increases is analogous to the trends

observed in the corresponding carboxylate compounds.

In both the series of compounds, the asymmetric

frequencies are better indications of intramolecular
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hydrogen bonding than the symmetric frequencies'

Since, it is generally agreed that although o-

nitrophenol has an intramolecular hydrogen bond

in the solid state and in CCln solutions (7 ,67 ,9L ) '
it is absent in aqueous solution (35,119,), the

frequency shj-fts observed in o-nitrophenol Ln DrO/

methanol are probably electronic effects due to

the o-hydroxy substituent. Just as the intra-

molecular hydrogen bond in o-nitrophenol is destroyed

in DrO, the similar frequency shifts observed in

sodj.um salicylate indicate that either the chelate

in this salt is destroyed in DrO or else the chelate

does not affect the aslzmmetric carboxylate frequency

in DrO. This latter possibility would be surprising,

if it were true, considering its effect on t'his

frequency in KBr"

II Correlation of Fre encies to the Hammett uation

and a Statistical Anal sis of the ResufLs

(a) The Substituted Benzoates in DrO

The frequencies with which \^ie are concerned

here are the aromaLic, aslir[metric and symmetric

carboxylate stretching frequencies. These are re-

tabulated in Tab1e VII' first for the m- and p-

substituted benzoates in DrO along with the

corresponding Hammett substituent constants o I and

then for the o-substituted benzoates a1on9 with the



(a) m- and p-substituted Benzoates

Aromatic, Aslzmmetric and Symmetric Carboxylate
Frequencj.es of the Substituted Benzoates in DrO

Substituent

-H
m-CH3
p.CH¡
p-coHs
p-i-C3H7
p-t-C4H9
p-CF¡
m-CH3O
p-CH3o
p-C2H5O
m-OH
p-oH
m-NH2
p-NHz
p-F
m-Cl
p-c1
m-Br

TABLE VII

Aromatíc
Frequency

L595.4
L593.7
1590.1

1590.3 1575.8
1588.6
1588 " 0
L60L.2
Lsg6.7

1606.0 L594.3
L606 .7 L59 4 .9

(r159 0 )
L606.7 1595. 5

I592.2
1609"0 1587.5

1608. B

L592.3
L592 .6
1sBB.5

Asymmetric
Carboxylate
Frequency

1s48.1
1551. 6
Ls4I.7
1539.6
L54L.2
1537.5
1558.0
1554.9
L54L.4
1541.6
1550. 6
L54L.7
1554.3
L532.9
1553. 9
1553 " 6
L547 .7
1550 " 5

Symmetric
Carboxylate
Frequency

1390
138 9
13BB
1390
1390
13 91
L394
L387
1388
1389
13BB
1385
1389
1385
138 9
138 4
13 93
L3B2

B

9
9
2
1
0
5
9
I
2
3
7
6
2
5
3
3
5

o

0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
+0
+0
-0
-0
+0
-0
-0
-0
+0
+0
+0
+0

00
069
170
01
151
L97
540
115
268
240
I2L
370
160
660
062
373
227
391

\o
NJ



(a) (Continued)

Substituent

p-Br
p-I
m-NO2
o-NO^
b-cr'
m-O-
p-o-

indicates the

TABLE VTT (CONTINUED)

Aromatic
Frequency

L590.7
1587 . 6

r6L6.2 1599.1
L6r5.2
r594. B

L57 2 .6
Ls90.2 L567.L

Aslzmmetric
Carboxylate
Frequency

l-547 .3
L543.7
L562.4
Ls1 4.7
L552 " 6
1539.9

asymmetric carboxylate frequency of

Slanrnetric
Carboxylate
Frequency

L392 . O

1391.3
1386.0
L392.4
1386.9
138 6. 0
138 0. 6

the salt was

o

+0 "232
+0.27 6
+0.710
+0.778
+0. 660
-0.708
-1.000

not assigned

\o(,



(b) o-Substituted Benzoates

o-F
o-Cl
o-Br
o-I
o-NO2
o-CH3
o-C2H5
o-C6H5
o-cE¡
o-O
o-CH3O
o-C2H5O
O-CN
O.SH
o-NH2
o-OH

.otly one definite

Substituent

TABLE VTT (CONT]NUED)

Aromatic
Frequency

1613.8 1596.0 _ 1560.9
rsB1.01
L57 g .6d
L57 4.s7
1589.7" ,

155r.1:
1552. 6P
1554.7Ð

Asymmetric
Carboxylate
Frequency

bfh" only higher f requency peaks observed \^tere small shoulders, not accurately measurable

r57 4.
1590. 6

1603. 0 1586. B

L602.5 1586. 9
1604.3 1588.2
1589.9 L57 6.6
L6L2.4 L578.9
L6r7 .6 1588.9

"This ,"u.s the only peak in the 1620-1500 "*-l region other than the nitro peak at L52g .*-1 F
d_AssI-gnmenc of the asymmetric peak is difficuLt in this case but the lower frequency peak

is thought to be the correct one

eA dash indicates values not available.

S1'mmetric
Carboxylate
Frequency

1391.6
1401.1
14 01. I
1399.2
L386.7
L404.6
1405.5
l.399 .9
L402.2
1401.3
1399.5
L400.2
1387. B

1393.1
L382.4
L37 6.9

-1cm regr-onpeak occurred in the 1620-1500

-aI:
iss+.g 1534.ld

15s6.3
1557.0
1565. 6
1550.7
L54L. 4
l-545.7

pKa"

3.266
2.95L
2.854
2.863
2.223
3.908
3.794
3 .46

o*ê

+0.24
+0.20
+0.2L
+0.2I
+0.80
-0.17

a:. ogt
4.2L
3.137

2.7 9

-ol¡g
-0.35
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corresponding pKa values and Taftts substituent

constants o* for o-substi-tuents. The Hammettrs o

values are those of McDaniel and Brown (117), the

pKa values are those tabulated by Korttlm, Vogel

and Andrusso\^r (107 ) and the Taf t o* values are

from Hj-ne (BBa) .

fn the case of the ortho substituted benzoates'

none of these frequencies correlated wíth either

pKa or o* and in all cases the plot was almost

random and was not included. No quantitative

estimation of the intensities of the aromatic peaks

rltiere made but some qualitative conclusions can be

drawn by referring to Figures V-VII for these peaks

in the L62O-lt570 cm-l region. Strongly electron

releasing ortho substituents, -OH, -NH2, -SHr -CH3O'

-C^H-O and -O on the benzoate ion all give rise to
¿5

two fairly intense aromatic peaks. The unsubstituted,

o*F and o-C=N benzoates give rise to similar

absorption to these. Since these latter substituents

have markedly different electronic properties than

those mentioned above but all, in general, have small

steric effects, then it seems that the intensity of

the aromatic peaks is more sensitive to steric

effects. This is supported by the fact that

sterically larger groups such as -C1, -Br, -It -NOZ

and alkyl substituted in the ortho position on the

benzoate ion give rise to no normal aromatic

absorption. The o*CH3 r o-CrH, and o-CUH, benzoates
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have only very weak aromatic absorption making

frequency measuremenLs difficult. For the o*CI,

-Br, -I, -NOZ and. -CF¡ benzoates only a large

unslrmmetrical peak occurred i-n the L5gO^70 cm-l

region which probably has a contribution from the

asymmetric carboxylate frequency. Although the

effect of size of the substituent seems to pre-

dominate in determining the intensity of the

aromatic peaks, electronic effects cannot be ruled.

out altogether. No sj-mple trends in frequency wj-th

substituent could be detected for these peaks as

probably both steric and electronic effects are

important here. The aslnnmetric carboxylate

frequency seems to increase with a more electro-

negative substituent.

The symmetric carboxylate frequency is more

sensitive to changes in o-substitution Èhan m- or

p-substitution but again such frequency changes

are probaloly combinations of both steric and

electronic effects. For example from o-Br to o-CrHrO

benzoates although the pKa value changes by I.4 pKa

units, the symmetric carboxylate frequency does not

change wj-thin experimental error.

Thus for the o-substituted benzoates, the

electronic nature of the substituent, its steric

effect which may drastically affect the d.egree of

solvation of the anion, and. its ability to hydrogen

bond will certainly affect the infrared frequencies,
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These effects cannot be separated easily so no

simple correlation occurs.

The aromatic, aslzïtmetric and symmetric

carboxylate stretching frequencies of the m- and

p-substituted benzoates in DrO from Tabl_e VII are

plotted against their o values and the graphs are

found in Figures XIX, XX and XXï respectively"
The o* and o* val_ues for a substituent givemp

a measure of the effect of the substituent on the

reaction centre (here, the carboxylate group).

Thus the attempted correlation of these o values to
the carboxylate frequencies is justified. Since

the location of the ring vibration with respect to
the substituent is not known, it is not clear whether

o* or o_ should be used or some combination of both.mp
What is needed is some property which gives an

indication of the substituent¡s ability to alter
electron density in the ring bonds responsible

for the absorption" These o values used above are

measures of the substituents' ability to change

electron density at the carboxylate group and such

an effect must be iransmitted through the aromatic

ring. Thus the om or on value should be proportional
to the abilíty of a substituent to change the electron

density in the ring. The reason why o* has

been used for a substituent meta to the

carboxylate and op for a substituent para to the



F]GURE XIX

A plot of the aromatic stretching frequency
-1.v (in cm *) versus Hammett¡s o constant f.or

m- and p-substituted benzoates in DrO
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FIGURE XX

A plot of the aslzmmetrj-c carboxylate freqllency
-1.v (in cm -) versus Hammettrs o constant for the

m- and p-substituted benzoates in DrO
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FIGURE XXT

A plot of the slzmmetrj-c carboxylate freguency
-'lv(in cm ) versus Hammett's o consÈant for the

m- and p-substituted benzoates in DrO
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carboxyl-ate is not obvious. However it was found

here, in a comparison of the aromatic frequency

shifts of the m- and p-substj-tuted isomers from the

unsubstituted benzoate ion, that that isomer, m- or

p-, which gave the larger shift of the aromatic peak

also had the larger o value relative to the

carboxylate group.

The aromatic frequency at tul-590 cm-l for the

m-OH benzoate ion was not included as accurate

measu.rement of the shoulder was not possible. Both

of the m-NO, aromatic frequencies \Arere plotted but

only one of the p-O- frequencies was included,

although this 1567 .*-f is certainly an aromatic

peak. From Figure XIX it is readily seen that the

aromatic frequency is not particularly sensitive to
substituent changes. Most of the acids between

p-O- and. m-NO, have aromatic frequencies between

1587 and f600 .*-1. The slope of one line drawn

graphically was in the ord.er of 6-7 "*-1. This

small p value shows this peak is relatively
insensitive to substituent changes. However, very

strongly electron withdrawing substituents (-NO2)

cause large increases in this frequency while very

strongly electron releasing substituents (-O-) cause

large frequency d.ecreases but these are exceptions.

The symmetric carboxylate frequency versus o

plot i-s found in Figure XXI and in spite of perhaps

six largely deviating points, this frequency roughly
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correlates to o. A rough graphical estimate was

made of the slope and this or the p value was

found to be in the order of 7 cm-l. Agaín this
frequency is found to be fairly insensitive to

changes in substitution and will not be further
discussed.

The asymmetric carboxylate frequency versus

o plot in Figure XX includes all substituents

except p-O- where no carboxylate frequency !ì/as

found in this region. This was by far the most

nearly linear plot for this series and the graphical

slope was about 20.*-1.

A statistical analysis of the asymmetrj-c

carboxylate frequency correlation to Hammett's o

will now be described for the twenty-four m- and

p-substituted. benzoates in DrO. Such an analysis

will find how well this data fits the linear
regression equation {4} given beIow.

po {4}

This equation will al-so be referred to as the

simple or one-parameter Hammett equation. The

analysis involves making a leasÈ squares fit of the

data to this equation. Values of the slope (p) of
the line, the intercept (vo), an estimate of error

in v, and errors in vo and p \,,ii11 be calculated.,

Also a linear correlation coefficient between v and o

will be calculated. This standard method of analysis
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\^rill be used here and for fitt.ing the data for the

salicylates in DrO and salicylic acids in CHCI, to

the one-parameter equation {4J in later sections.

The method used is a standard one described

in Bennett and. Franklin (15), Young (159) and

Snedecor (145). For a line of regression of the

form of equation {4}, the normal regression

equations:

nv_ + plo Xv

{s}
v^ro+plo2=rv.oo

can be solved for the intercept uo and slope p.

All these summations are made over all the

substituents studied and n is the number of

observations of v made. The calculated values of

v and o can then be used to calculate values of vo

from equation {4}, i.e.

V " = V +pOcalc o io]

The standard estimate of error or mean square

deviation from regression is symbolized by S :- Vro

for equation {4} and is defined by

^2 r (uob= u"rr") 2

V¡o {7}
nkl

a
where tire quantity I (uob= u..1.)' is the sum over

all- the substiÈuents of the squares of the diffærences

between the observed val-ues of v and those calculated
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from equation {6}. Above, n has been defined and

k is the number of independent variables.

For equation {4}, k - I so

^2 r(uob" u"rr")2 
ro-rõ-" vro n 2

The quantity Su,o the.square root of this quantiLy,

is the root mean square d.evj-ation from regression

and gives us a measure of the error in the values

of v. The estimated variance of intercept uo is

defined by

,^2 e 2

^ 2 À0 ' ovro
-_-_-ã-"Vo n1o2 - lto)2

{e}

and that for the slope p by

^ n.s 2

- ¿ V,o i10]-Y nlo- (Io ) -

The square roots of these quantities are taken as

the errors involved in vo and p respectively.

Another quantity can be evaluated which gives

a measure of the linearity of a plot of one quantity

versus another for a set of values. The linear

correlation coeffj-cient gives a measure of the

degree of relationship between two variables and

is symboli.zed by r. For our data the linear

correlation coefficient between v and o is defined

as:



Vro
nlv. o- Iv . Io

¡nrvz (rv) 2lL/z ¡nro2 - çÇff¡z

r05

{ 11}

It wil-l have a value between 0 and I. A

val-ue of I is taken as a perfectly linear relaion-
ship; above 0.9 is a good relationship and Rao et
al. (138) have suggested that if rÞ0.94, the

observed value of v can be used to calculate new

substituent constants.

Now for the asymmetric carboxylate frequency

of the 24 m- and p-substituted benzoates in Table

VII (a), the p value was found to have a value of
+18.6 cm-l with a standard error of 3.0 "*-1. The

intercept vo has a value of 1547.2 .*-1 with a

standard error of l-.2 cm-I. Thus equation tlt
becomes

(1547.2 + L.2) (+18 .6 + 3. 0) o

The actual value for the unsubstituted benzoate

ion, i.e. when o = 0 is LS4B.1 cm-l. The linear
correl-ation coeffi-cient ruro fot this series is
0"801. Only a couple of series tabulated by Rao

et al. (138) have linear correlation coefficients
which are this Iow. From this we can only assume

that, although this is the best correlation of the
three we have considered, even this correlation is
not good and that our frequency values cannot very
well be used to cal-culate other o values. However

our value of p does seem to be in accord with the
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p values of similar series and woul-d be significant
within the error limits quoted.

(b) The Substituted Salicylates in DrO

The frequencies of the two aromatic peaks

(labelled Number I and Number 2), the asymmetric and

symmetric carboxylate peaks of the 4^ and. 5-

substituted. salicylates in DrO are taloulated in
Table VIII along with the corresponding Hammett oI
and o, substituent constants, the significance of
which will be explained later.

The two aromatic peaks and the s¡rmmetric

carboxyrate peak \^rere all plotted. versus the Hammettrs

o (=o1) constant but in each case only a very random

scatter was obtained. These plots were not included.

because of this l-ack of correlation.
Although aromatic peak 1 varied from 1610-30

-l_cm - with changes j_n substj-tution the most drastic
change was in iÈs intensity as seen from Figures xvr
and XVII. There seem to be no simple trend.s in
intensity wit.h substj-tution except that strongly
interacting groups in the S-position seem to affect
the frequency most. The aromatic peak 2 varied from

1600-1580 cm-l with substitution and. again its
intensity is very sensitive to substituent changes

although no trend could be established.

The symmetric carboxylate frequency varied.

from 1365-80 cm-f for most subsLituents although for



The Aromatic

Substituent

-H
4-cH3o
5-CH3o
4-E
5-F
4-B.r
5-C1
5-r
4-NO2
5-NO2

Aromatic Frequency
I

L617
L620
L626
L623
L628
1610
1618
16 09
L629
L625

AS

TABLE VIÏÏ

of the 4^ and S-Substituted Salicylates in DrO

tric and S

A,

.t
¿,

.6

.4

.2

.0
o

.4

.0

aNo peak in this region could be accurately measured although

bOth"r than the nitro peak, this was the only peak obserVable
of very low intensity and not accurately measurable.

2

1588.7
1589.3
1585.9
L596.4
1596.1
L57 9 .3
1584.3
L57 9 .3

a
1598.6

Asymmetric
Carboxylate
Frequencvé

etric Carboxvlatê Stretch

154 5
1537
L557
1550
1559
L544
1551
L547
1566
1564

Slanmetric
Carboxylate
Frequency

5
A
=
6
4
4
I
9
7
I
1

r37 6.2
L37 0.2
r37 0.4
L37 4.7
l-367 .B
L377 .7
L367 .4
1365. B

tul3 e 6þ
'r,13 91þ

o1

0.00
-0. 268
+0. 115
+0.062
+0.337
+0.232
+0. 37 3
+0.352
+0.77 B

+0.710

encies

o2

0
+0
-0
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
+l

00
115
268
337
062

a dj.scontinuity did occur

in this region. ft was

.391

.227

.27 6

.7 L0

.27 0

H
O.{
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the nitros this frequency occurred. above 1390 .*-1.
Thus electron withdrawing substituents seem to

increase this frequency but i-n general it was quite

insensitive to substituent changes. In sol-utions of

approximately the same concentration as that used

for the benzoates (0.15 M), the symmetric carboxylate

peaks for the salicylates were much less intense and

this led to some difficulty in certain cases in
measuring their frequency. This lower intensity of

Èhe salicylate carboxylate peaks relative to Èhose

for the benzoate ion seems to be true in all solvents

and in KBr. Similarly the asymmetric and slnnmetric

nitro frequencies of o-nitrophenol \,vere less intense

than those in the para-substituted compound under all
cond.itions studied.

1n g'ìgure XXII, the asymmetric carboxylaLe

frequency of the ten 4- and S-substituted salicylates
were plotted versus Hammettrs o. An approximate

l-inear relati-onship exists between v an..I c. Agaín a

statistical analysis of this correlation of v versus

o r/fas carried out on the simple or one-parameter

Hammett equation {4}.
In this case p was found to have a value of

+24.3 cm-I with a standard error of 5.7 .*-I and v
o

was calculated to be 1545.8 "*-l with a stand.ard

error of 2.3 .*-1. Thus equation {4} for the

salicylates in DrO becomes

(1545. I + 2.3) (+24.3 + 5.7) o



FIGURE XXI]

A plot of the asymrnetric carboxylate frequencies

v (in cm-l) of the 4- and S-substituted salicylates
in DrO versus Hammettrs o
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The standard. es.tiinate of error, Sv, o r-"
calculated to loe 5. 4 cm-f . The observed value for
the unsubstituted salicylate, where o = 0, is 1545.5

"*-1. The linear correlatj-on coef f icient ru 
r o rc=

0.834. Again the correlation between v and o for
this series was not good. The linear correlation

coefficient is quite Iow, the errors ín vo and p

are quite large (even larger than those obtained for
the berizoates), and the estimat.e of error turo is
large. This may be due in part to the fact that

only a limited number of acids in this series was

studied but an alternative explanation will be

di-scussed below.

The poor fit of the asymmetric carboxylate

frequenci-es of the series of compounds of the type

Q+
0-H

to the simple one-parameter Hammett equation {4} may

be due to the fact that the substituent R affects
the carboxylate frequency not only directly to the

carboxylate group but also indirectly through the

phenolic group. Equation {4} considers only the

direct effect to the carboxylate group as the o

value we use is the substituent constant referred

to the carboxylate group. The transmission of the

substituents' effect through the phenolic group will
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only occur appreciably when the phenolic group is
hydrogen bonded to the carboxylate group. Other-

wise changes in the electron density at the

phenolic group due to the substituent will
influence the carboxylate group only through a

field effect which woul-d be expected to be quite

small, in fact, negligible.

Jaffe (95) introduced an extended Hammett

equatíon of the form

log Ptot Qzoz {2}

for series of compounds where a reaction centre

can be affected independently through two different
paths by substituents in two aromatic rings. This

equation could aLso be used for systems having more

than 2 paths" In a Later paper, Jaffe (90¡

suggested that this same equation {2}, known as the

two-parameter Hammett equation, could also be used

in compounds where a reacting sidechain is attached

to a substituted benzene in two positions. That is,
compounds of the typ"

K
=

K
o

coul-d be correlated to the two paran¡eter equation,
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whether durj-ng the reaction Lhe fused. ring system

was broken as in the alkaline hydrolysis of a

series of 4- and 5-substituted phthalid.es

+-o:;ï
or whether the fused ring system is formed by the

reaction of two sidechains with each other as in
Èhe lactonization of a series of 4- and S-substituted
2- (hydroxyrnethyl) -benzoic acids. It seemed

reasonable, initially, that the substituent may very

well ä,ffect the rate of the reaction both through

the carboxyl group and through the hydroxyl methyl

group.

Jaffe (96) al-so suggested that compounds in
which the reacting group is hydrogen bonded to an

ortho-substj-tuent may also follow the two parameter

Hammett equation {2}. Tn fact he found that the

pKars of the o-(hydroxymethyl)-benzoic acids and

the catechols fitted the two parameter Hammett

equatíon suggesting that there is a subs-tituent

effect transferred to the reaction site through the

ortho-substituent and the hydrogen bond. He assumed

this was reasonable as strong hydrogen bonds could.

be expected in these series. It was also suggested

in this paper that the infrared hyd.roxyl frequencies



of the substituted catechols could be

to equation {,2}.

lVe will attempt a correlation of
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correlated

carboxylate and carbonyl frequencies to
parameter Hammett equation of the form

our infrared

a two-

Qzoz {tz}

whi-ch is simply an extension to infrared. frequencies

of equation {2I. This wil1 be d.one in ord.er to f ind.

if we can detect an intramolecular hyd.rogen bond in
the salicylate ion in DrO by comparing these results
obtaj-ned with those for salicylic acid in solvents

where an intramolecular hydrogen bond j-s known to
exist. For our case oI and. o2 are the substituent
constants referred to the carboxyl and phenolic groups

respectively. For a 4-substituent, 6L will be on and.

o, will be o*. Because it refers to the phenolic

group, 62 is o2 . The pl and 02 values are the

measures of the substituent effect on the carboxyl

group frequency directly through the carboxyl group

and indirectly through the phenolic group respectively.
The v and v^ are the infrared carbonyl frequencieso

of the substituted and unsubstituted compound

respectively.

To determine whether the two-parameter Hammett

equation {tZ¡ fitted. the data better than the one-

parameter Hammett equati-on {4} , a statistj-cal analysis

of al-l the series to both equations was carried out.

Plor-
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The results were then tested for their significance as

described following the method of stati-stical analysis

to the two-parameter equatj-on.

For the two-parameter Hammett equation {1,2}, the

regression equations

o

v Lo-ol_

+ Plrot

2+ 0t¿o1

+QrLo2=Iv

+ e2lo Lo 2 lol

_2
Q2Lo2volo, * plIoro, ZoZ . v

{r3}

{ra1

can be solved for vo, pl and p2. Again n is the number

of observations of v made. Using the calculated values

of Vo, pl and e2, a calculated value of each v can be

made from equation lI2\, i.e.

v.=cal-c olol Q2o 2

The standard estimate of error or mean square

d.eviation from regression, symbolized by S,,vr6yr62
for equation {fZ} is calculated from equation {7} with

k; the number of independent variables, = 2, i.e.

^2b t,oLto2
r (uob= u"u.r") 2

{1s}
n-3

)
The quantity I (uob= vcrl") - has the same significance

as that in equation {B} except vcalc is obtained from

equation {14}. The square root of this quantity ,r,or1o,

has the same meaning as before.
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ealculated, from

I&
pl
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can be

e2 _"Pt

_23y t e--1> o-,

G-.-z-qgtz
[-, n

sn-Z-Eüan

and thaL 'n pA u fO,, can be obtsained by ånt,er-

changing o, and øU in equatioa {16}" T}¡e square

rost,s of s 2 and S 2 are taken as measuree of üheP1 a2
@trror in p, and pA respect,ively,

fhe two-parameter Hammett, equation {1e} musË

always gíve as good a flt, to the data as the oilÊ-

parameter Ham¡oeË,L equatlon {4} as the former reducee

Èo the latter wf¡ere 0Z * 0, To deternråne whetb¡er

the bet,È,er fit to equat*on {12} ís signåfåcanL,

eågnificance €,est,e are applíed to pZ and ltE eetå.mate

of error S^ . TF¿e 'nStudent, t-Legt,'u (15) tnvolves
Ð2

saåculatíng a value for U = pe/Spe and then

consulLSng etanda.Kd tabLes (82 (a) ) srhích gåve the

probabflity of finding a b value of Lhås magnåtude

fsr a sertaån nuraber of observaÈíons by chance.

,laffe (S0¡ e€ated that, equat,åon {12} fitted the

result,e sfgnfflcantly beLber than {4} åf the p,

value and f€s Éìrros eorresponded t,o a probabålåty

of 0.05 or at, the 958 aonfldenee leveI" For each

eorrelat,åon to eqlratåon { le } we wlIl ealsutabe €he

t, value and Ë,he confídence level aÈ, whieh our pe

ie øignåfåcanLo

fr o^r--(IQ2l
-L- '< n )

ltoo,- 
rl¿"-.]2 -

il 6l
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Even if equation {tZ} may be expected to fit

the results better than equaLion {4}, there is a

case where, if of and o2 are linearly correlated,
the two equations may be ind.istinguishable. That

is, if

o2 = "ol

then equation {L2} becomes

Q2"oL

(pr * cQ2) or

and equation {tZ¡ again simplifies to equation tlt.
Similarly the data we have may have no reason to
follow equation t12Ì but because o.1 and o2 are

li-nearly correlated, they may appear to fit at a

signif icant Level-.

So in order to distinguish between equations

{4} and {tz¡, o1 and o, must not be linearly related
and Jaffe (90¡ has arbitrarily assurned that the

linear correlation coefficient r_ _ between themoIro2
must be less than 0.9 in order to dist.inguish between

{4} and {12}.

Now for our asymmetric carboxylate frequencies
of the ten 4- and S-substituted salicylates in DrO

in Tabl-e VIII the o, and o, values have a linear
correlation coefficient r_ _ = 0.715 so thaL weoLrÕ2
can safely determine whether a better fit is

o Prol



obtained by eguation {lZ} than eguation {4}.
The val_ue of vo d.etermined by solving

linear regression equations {t3} .was ir546.0

the g, value was +2g.9 cm-l with an estimate
error S^ of 8.2 a*-1. The values of .ì

. p1 ó . ¿ cm -. The val-ues of p 2 \4ras

"*-t with an error 
"0, 

of 5.7 .*-f.
Thus equation {L2} becomes

v = 1546.0 + (+29.9 + 8.2) o1 + (_5.8 I 5.7) o2

The standard esLimate of error is S.. = 5.5
-r I ta1ra2

cm . A t-test on p2 yields a vaLue of
t - p^/S 1.005. For n = 10, this corresponds' P2

to a 66-72 confidence level_ for p2.

This l_ow confidence l_evel for Q2, combined.

with the fact that the error j-n pr is increased and

the standard error estimate is approximately the
same when compared to the results for the one-parameter
equation, leads us to assurfle that the two-parameter
equation gives no significant j:nprovement over the
one-parameter equation. Although t.he fiÈ to the
Hammett rerationship is not good. enough to point out
any firm conclusion, there is nothing in the
correl-ations observed here to suggest that
substituents infruence the carboxylate frequencies
of the saiicyrates significantly through the phenolic
group. A graphical- method of examining the fit of
the data to equation {I2} is by plotting the observed
frequency, vobs, versus the calcuj-ated. freguency,

TT7

the
-1cmt

of

-5.8
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v L from equation {fa1. Such a plot is givencarc'
in Figure XXIïI and we can see graphically that the

fit is certainly no better than that to equation

{4J in Figure XXI].

(c) The Substituted Salicylic Acids in CHCI, and CCln

The monomer carboxyl frequencies of the nine

4- and S-substituted salicylic acids in CHC1, are

given in Table III along with the o, and o, values of
the substituents. Solving the one-parameter equatj_on

regression equations leads to values for vo of
L6BB.2.*-1 with an error of 1.5 cm-l and for p of
+2lr.3 cm-i with an error of 3.7 crn-l.

Thus equation {4} becomes

v = (1688.2+ f"5) + (+2L.3 +3.7)o
'

The standard estimate of error ,uro is 2.8 cm-f for
the nine acids while the linear correlation coefficient
between v and o, ru,o i= 0.937 which is quite high.

This is approximately the average yafue obtained by

Rao et aI. (f3B) and so can be used to determine

substituent constants. This quite good lj.near

correlation can be seen from the plot of v versus o

in Figure XXIV

Considering the two-parameter Hammett equation

{L2}, the linear correlation coeff icient to'o,
between o, and o, for this series is 0"719 so

equation {4} can be easily distinguished from



FIGURE XXIÏÏ

A "two-parameter" plot of the observed

freouencv voþs

frequencv v' " calc
for the 4- and.

-'l(in cm -) versus the calculated
-'l(in cm--) from equation {14i

S-substituted salj-cylates in DrO
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FIGURE XXIV

A plot of the monomeric carbonyl frequency v

-'l(in cm -) for the 4- and S-substituted salicylic

acids in CHCI, versus Hammettrs o
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equation {tz}. solution of the linear regression
equations {t¡}, uo is found. to have a value of
1688.5 .*-1 with an error of I.2.*-1, gl is found

to be +25.4 cm-f with an error of 4.0 "r-1r and Þ2

calculated to be -4.3.*-1 with an error of 3.0 "*-1
Thus equation {tZ¡ becomes

The standard estimate of error, S-. , is 2..4 .*-1.
V rALrÕ2

The t-test on p) and s^ yield.s a value of t of r.434,a v2
which corresponds to the 81å confidence level- for p2.

The very low carbonyl frequency in substituted.
salicylic acids in cHCl, leads us to concrude that an

intramolecular hydrogen bond does exist in the acid
in this solvent. Thus we might expect that there
woul-d. be transmission of the substituentsr ef f ect to
the carbonyl group through the phenolic group, and.

the two-pararqeter equation woul-d. be expected. to fit
the data better than the one-parameter eguation.

Although the standard errors in vo and. in v are

decreased by about 15-20å in the two-parameter

equation, the small value of p2 and its large error
lead to only an 81% confidence leyel for p2. This

conf i-dence Lever is somewhat lower than Jaffe's (90¡

assumed value of 95? where the two-parameter equatj_on

fits the results significanLly better than the one-

pararneter equation. Also the val_ue of p2 is only
I/6i-.h as large in magnitude as p t signifying this

path is relatively unimportant in any case. Thus
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it seems for our series of 4- and S-substituted
salicylic acj-ds in cHCr, that the monomer carbonyr

frequencies are relatively insensitive to trans-
mission of the substituents effect through the
phenolic group. Thus the failure of the two-

parameter equation to fit the results significantly
better than the one-parameter eguatj-on does not rule
out the presence of an intramolecular hydrogen bond

but only indicates that the effect through the
phenoric group is smal-l or that perhaps our carbonyl
frequencies are not suited for such a statistical
anarysis either because of their lack of precision
or the rel-atively smal_l frequency range obtained.
A two-parameter plot of the data of vobs versus vcal_c

from equation {14} is included in Figure XXV and

although the linearity is slightly better, it is not
significantly better, than that of vobs versus o

in Figure XXIV.

Hov¡ever, for the dimeric carbonyl frequency of
the eight 4- and S-substituted salicylic acids in
cHc13, a different result is obtained. A one-parameter

plot of the data from Table III of Vobs versus o is
found in Figure XXVI.

Sol-ution of the regression equation {5} for the
one-parameter equation {4} leads to values of L662.0

.*-f for vo with an error of l.t "*-1 and +21.5.*-f
for p with an error of 3.1 "*-1.

So equation' {4} becomes:



FIGURE XXV

A "t\nro-parameter" plot of the observed monomeric

carbonyl frequency vobs (in cm-l) versus the

calcul-ated monomeric carbonyl frequency, Vca'c

(in cm-l) from equation {14} for the 4- and

S-substituted salicylic acids in CHCI,
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FIGURE XXVÏ

A plot of the dimeric carbonyl frequency v

(in cm-l) for the 4- and 5-substituted salicytic

acids in CHC1, versus Hammettrs o
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(L662.0 + 1.1) (+21-.5 + 3.1) o

The stand.ard estimate of error, Sv 
, o, is 2.5 .*-1

while the l-i-near correlati-on coefficient between

v and o, r_. -r is 0.943, the highest value yet' Vro
obtained. This is quite a good correlation as far
as infrared frequencies are concerned and again

these results could be used in calculating new

substi-tuent constants.

For the two parameter equati.on {L2}, the linear
correlation coefficient between o, and o2 for our

eight acids is 0.610 which is again low enough so an

attempt can be made to correlate our data to
equation {12}. The linear regression equations {13}

-'ìcan be solved to give values for vo of 1662"8 cÍl ',
for p, of +25.7 cm-l with an error of 2.g cm-l and

for Q2 of -7.4 "*-t with an error of 3.L cm-l.

The two parameter equation {L2} then becomes

v = 1662.8 + (+25.7 + 2.9) ot + ç7.A + 3.1) o2

The standard estimate of error, Sv ,alr62 is 1.9 "*-f.
The t-test on Q2 yields a value of t of 2.392 which

corresponds to a confidence level of 95-96Z for pZ.

The fact that now both the error in pl and that in v

are decreased for the two-parameter equation {L2}

from those observed. for the one-parameter equation

{4} and the confidence l-evel for p2 and its error is
above the 952 level assigned by Jaffe, we can safely
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assume that equation {tZl. fits the data significantly
better than the equation {4}. This means that the

substituent effect on the carbonyl frequency of Èhe

dimeric salicylic acid.s in CHCI, is transmitted in
part through the phenolic aroup and through the

intramolecular hydrogen bond.

For comparison purposes, the data of Brooks et

al" (23) for Èhe monomerj"c carbonyl frequency of

thirteen m- and p-substituLed benzoj-c acids in CCtn

were fitted to the one and two-parameter Hammett

equati-ons. In this case, p2 has no meaning as no

intramolecular hydrogen bond exists but perhaps gives

some idea of the uncertainty we are dealing with.

For the one parameter equation vo was calculated to
be L742.5 cm-I and p +13.5 cm-l. For the two

-1parameter equation vo was equal to 1742.4 cm -, pl

was +12.7 "*-t and p2 was +1.0.*-t. The error in p2

j-s certainly more than 1.0 "*-1 and. its very low value

compared to that of p1 indicates it is not significant.
Thus because both equations {4} and {L2] fit

the data on the salicylic acids in CHCI, ¡ whil-e

equation {4} fits those for the benzoic acids in CCln,

our conclusions on the chelated structure of salicylic
acid in CHCI, seem valid. Floweyer, in aqueous solution,
where our frequencJ.es fit neither equation {4} or {tZ}
for salicylates and benzoates no such conclusion can

be mad.e. Al-I we can say is that our data does not

indicate tkre presence of, a chelate in 4gueous solution.
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The increased value of t is due to the larger

value of go obtained. (almost twice that for the,¿

monomeric carbonyl frequency) and. not d.ue to any

decrease in the calculated error. Now transmission

of the substituents' effect indirectly via the
phenolic group is about 2/7tlns that directly to the

carbonyl group. Why exactly the p2 val_ue is much

larger for the dimeric carbonyl frequency is open

to discussion. As seen from the structure of the

dimeri-c salicylic acid below,

the carbonyl frequency of one acid morecule coul-d. be

affected by the substj_tuents' effect Lransmitted

through the dj_rect or indj_rect paths of the same

mol-ecule but also perhaps by the effect of the

substituent on the second molecule. Such a trans-
mission of effect would tend to decrease the p2

val-ue (make it more negative) but would. have to go

through two hydrogen bonds and in general through

one or two more atoms. Thus perhaps all we can say

j-s that a lower value of p2 may be expected but the

actual lowering should be quite smal1.

A significantly beLter fit graphically to
equation {r2l is observed from a plot of vobs versus

,--{o-H.

_(}..:#þ.H
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vcal_c from equation i14] in Figure XXVII when

compared to the one-parameter plot in Figure XXVI.

The monomer and dimer carbonyl frequencies of
the series of seven 4- and S-substituted salicylic
acids in ccln are found. in Tabre rv along with the
corresponding ol and o, substituent constants.
Plo-bs of these frequencies versus o (=ol-) are found.

in Figures xxvrrrand xXrx respectively. These plots
did not appear to be quite as good as those for the

same acids in CHCla. Due to the fact that no

significantly d.ifferent results could. be expected.

from these series, that only seven acids were used

and these had a very narro\^/ range of o r s, a

statistical analysis of these series was not carried
out. However from the graphical plots, a p value of
approximaLery +22.*-1 *.= estimated. for both of the

frequencies in CCln which r¡ras very close to the p

values of 2r-22 .*-1 cal-culated for the acids in cHClr.

The question may arise whether the signs of pl
and p2 are reasonable. A substituent wiLh a positive
o value pulls electrons from the oxygen towards the
carbon, increasing the electron densj_ty in the C=O

bond and thus increasing its frequency. Thus the

direct effect, g1, is posj_tive. A substituent with
a positive o will also tend to make the phenolic
proton more acidic, strengthening the intramol-ecular

hydrogen bond. by pulling erectrons off the oxygen and

out of the C=O. This will d.ecrease the C=O bond



FIGURE XXVII

A "two-parameter" plot of the observed dimeric

carbonyl frequency vobs (in 
"*-1) versus the

cal-culated. dimeric carbonyl frequency vcalc
-'I(in cm -) from equation {f¿} for the 4- and

S-substituted salicylic acids in CHCI,
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FIGURE XXV]II

A plot of the monomeric carbonyl frequency v

(in cm-l) of the 4- and S-substituted salicylic
acids in CCln versus Hammettts o
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FIGURE XXIX

A plot of the dimeric carbonyl frequency v

(in cm-l) of the 4- and S-substituted salicylic
acids in CCln versus Hammettis o
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strength and. thus its frequency so Q2, the indj_rect

effect, will be negative.

III Discussion of Intramolecular Hydrogen Bonding

in Sal-icylic Acid and its Monoanion and in
Related Compounds

In this, the last section of the discussion,

we wilf'comment on the application of the two parameter

Hammett equation to compounds capable of forming an

intramolecular hydrogen bond and following this will
discuss the structure of salicylic acid and its
monoanion in the light of our results and those

mentioned in Literature Review.

The infrared hydroxyl freguencies of 4- and

5-substituted 2-hydroxyacetophenones have been

measured in CCln solution (158) and it was found that
theche1atedhydroxy1frequenciesinthe3100.2900

-1cm regi-on correlated. better to a substituent
constant having contributions from both o* and op

than .to either om or op alone. Thus essentially these

workers found that the effect of a substituent coul_d

be transmitted not only directly to the phenolic group

but also indirectly, through the carbonyl group and

the intramol-ecular hydrogen bond and such an effect
was felt on infrared frequencies.
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Similarly, Ingraham and coworkers (94) who,

as previously mentioned, correlated the free and

hydrogen bonded hydroxyl frequencies of substituted
catechols ín CrCLn with o* and on, al_so, assuming

some interaction between the hydroxyl groups,

correlated the free hydroxyl frequencies to a

substí,tuent, constant o, + 0.5 o.1.

They obtained a better fit to the data using

such a value for the substituent constant than when

using either ol or 02 alone. Jaffe (10¡ carried out

a statistical analysis of the results of the two-

parameter Hammett equation {tZ} but his results rtrere

inconclusive as the substituents used had a linear
correlation coefficient between o, and o 2 of greater

than 0.9. However, there does seem to be a

substituent effect on the infrared frequencies both

through the direct and indirect (through the chelate)

paths.

The pKr s of a series of substituted catechols

in 402 dioxane-water (40) were correlated to Hammettrs

equation. A better fit was obtained when the average

value of o and o was used as the substituent constantmp
than when using either op or o* alone. In fact Jaffe
(90¡ carried out a statistical analysis of the

correlation to the two-parameter equation and found.

the values of pl and p2 were both highly significant.

Similarly the pKars of a series of 4- and 5-

substituted-2- (hydroxymeÈhyI) -benzoic acids (153) hiere
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correlated to both the one and two parameter Hammett

equations (96) . These values again were found.to

correlate significantly better to the two parameter

than to the one parameter equationo

Both of these latter two series had. linear
correlation coefficients between o, and oz

they both dealt with eight or more substituents and

the confidence Levels for the two parameter equations

were above 952.

ft seems unli-kely for these two series that such

effects could have been noted in the absence of an

intramolecular hydrogen bond. The magnitudes of pz

suggest that this effect would not primarily be a field
effect. However, the chel-ated structures of these

compounds, shown below in anionic forms, require the

'C 
l-ìf 0-¡ 

¡

Æ:1 'd'
(( )!c(Y
R>'t'-/ 'o

presence of a 5- or 7-membered ring. Such rings would

not be expected to be as stable as the G-membered ring
in the salicylate ion. Thus the seeming stability of

these chelates as indicated by the fit to the two

parameter equations is hard to reconcile wj-th the

apparent absence of a chelate in the salicylate ion

i-ndicated by the failure of the two parameter equation

to fit the results significanÈly better than the
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one-parameter (52¡.

As previously mentioned the o-nitrophenols are

thought not to have a chelate in aqueous soLution

(35,119). The pKats of a series of 4-substituted
(140) and 5-substituted (BI) 2-nitrophenols have been

measured and. correlated to the one-parameter Hammett

equation. For the 4-substituted compounds an

excellent l-inear correl-ation of pKa to on resulted

with a p value very close to that observed for 4-

substituted phenols. No mention is made of any

substituent effect transmitted through the nitro group

or of an intramolecular hydrogen bond, which must be

presumed to be absent. For the S-substituted. compounds,

however, a better fit of the results is noted to the

two-parameter Hammett equation than the one-parameter

equation at the 972 confidence l-evel. Although the

effect of the subst.ituent through the nitro group is
only I/BLh of thaL of the direct effect, the former

Ì,ras attributed Èo the presence of an intramolecular

hydrogen bond.

Vüe have attempted to detect the presence of a

chelate in salicylic acid and its monoanion in various

solvenLs. At least from the dimeric carbonyl

frequency, if not from the monomeric frequency, of the

substituted salicylic acids in CHCI, there is quite a

large substituent effect transmitted through the

phenolic group and we conclude, in agreement with

other workers (28,3.4 t63,L23) that salicylic acid has
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an intramolecular hydrogen bond in such non-polar

solvents as Ci{C13 and CCI*. This tends to support

other work from this laboratory (53), which has been

previously described, which found. that the effect of

the substituent was transmitted appreciably through

this chelate in benzene solution.

Novr, in more polar solvents, where competition

between intermolecular and. intramolecular hydrogen

bonding will certainly occur, the presence of such a

chelate is open to question.

Our infrared frequency results have suggested

that the salicylate monoanion in DrO does not have an

anomalous asymmetric or symmetric carboxylate

frequency when compared to other substituted benzoates

in DrO. The freguency shifts observed for the

carboxylate group in aqueous solution and in KBr

pellets are similar to those for the related nitro
compounds under similar conditions. The substituted

salicylates in DrO show litt"le or no effect by the

substituent on the asymmetric carboxylate frequency

through the phenolic group. Although we cannot

definitely state from these results that no chelate

exists in the salicylate ion in DrO¡ wê can say that
the unequivocal detection of such a chelate by these

infrared frequency measurements in DrO is impossible.

Certainly none of the results we have found in the

infrared can be interpreted in terms of a chelate in
DZO. This is compatible with tþe work of Dunn et al-.
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(52) who indicated. that the intramolecular hydrogen
bond in salicylic acid and its monoanion must be

destroyed or largely weakened in aqueous solution.
The high acidity of salicylic acid in aqueous

solution, ho\nrever, is indisputable and stabilization
of the anion relative to the acid by increased
chelation in the former species would tend to explain
this anomaly. However support. of this cherated
structure has certainr-y not come from the infrared
measurements of this work nor by ul_traviolet stud.ies
as lve have previously discussed. fn fact one paper
(154) dealing with uv spectra could be interpreted
in such a way as to support our claim of the absence

of such a chelate (I32).

Thus the high acidity alone supports the
presence of the chetate in the salicylate ion.
However it is not necessary that the acid be chelated
to explain the high acid.ity in aqueous sorution. Tn

fact. the enharicement, .of the acidity by stabiLizati_on
of the anion relative to the acid would be a maximum

if the acid hrere not chelated.

Puar and Grunwald (I35) proposed the presence

of a spec.ie.s. of the type

,0-H
v\n

u._.H

*l

I"'H;o'c H¡
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in acidic methanol solution and, stated, that direct

chelation between the phenolic and. carbonyl groups

d,id. not occur under these conditions. These workers

however had. no evid.ence of the structure of the anion.

The facts that the anion is st,abilized relative

to the acid.r .ês indicated by the enhanced acidity,

but that there is no substituent effect through the

phenolic group, are not easily explained.

It is well known (88 (b) ) that ortho substituted

benzoic acids are all stronger than expected by polar

factors alone. This is due to the fact that, resonance

sËructures which can be drawn for the acid molecule and

which would. normally stabilize the acid relative to the

anion (such structures would be relatively unimportant.

in the anion) , .would be inhibited for a bulky ortho

subst,ituent as they would tend to force the carboxyl

group out, of the plane of the ring. This steric

inhibition of resonance tends then to destabilize the

acid thus leading to higher acidity. However, the enhance-

ment of ac'idity.by'- the orths hydroxy group is larger

than that for groups such as -Br, -I, and -t-C¿Hg

which are certainly sterically larger. It has been

suggested (52). that, the effective size of the hydroxy

. group coutd be largely increased by solvation by water
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molecules but whether this effect could be large

enough to account for the acid.ity j-s difficult
to say.

An alternative explanation for the enhanced

acidity invoLves a structure for salicylic acid and

the anion similar to that proposed by Puar et aI.
(135). During this study it was found that one of

the salicylic acids, namely the 5-C=N, was quite

sÈrongly coordinated with a molecule of water. This

hydrate, presumably the monohydrater .wâs found to be

stable at 1200 for up to 24 hours. Perhaps this

strong affinity of the acid molecule for this molecule

of water could be extended into aqueous solution.

Many of the heavy metal salicylate ions are also known

to form relatively stabLe hydrates. An equilibrium

proposed for Lhe ionization of the salicylic acid. to

the salicylate ion, each molecule being coordinated

quite strongly to a particular water molecule is
shown below.

-,'-- ./,Prâìy5.R-r( ) i "'T
r\-__/_\Ç.=u.ò

t-l

Ka-=
\-H-'_

Thus both the acid

similar to that proposed

this to all substituted

substituentsr effect now

and anion take on strucLures

(135) and we are extending

salicylíc acids. The

would not be felt through
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the indirect route comprising the two hydrogien bonds

and the water molecule or else such a small effect
would not be noticed. The hydrogen bond strength

would be expected to be stronger for the anion, with
its more strongly solvated negative carboxylate group,

than the acid. Thus the anion would be stabilized
relative to the acid which would lead to enhanced

ionization just as direct chelation between phenolic

and carboxylate groups would have. Again whether

this effect could account for the magnitude of acid

st,rengthening which we observe is impossible at this
time, to say.

The p values for the substituted benzoates and

substituted salicylates in DrO are t18.6 and. +24.3
-1cm * respectively while those for the substituted

benzoic and substituted salicylic acids in CCln are

+13.5 and +2L.3 cm-l respectively. Whether these

larger p values for the salicylates in DrO (by 5.7
-'l -]cm -) and salicylic acids in CCln (by 7.B cm-*) are

real or not is not known at this time and any

explanation for this behaviour other than by some

effect of the phenolic group cannot be offered.

Although the former difference is within experimental

error,,the latter is not and. in any case it cannot

be stated that the hydroxyl group can be treated as

a constant ortho substituent as wâs the amino group

in a study of the infrared spectra of a series of

anthranj-Iic acids (f03) .
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In conclusion, the author must state that
even in acfueous solution the phenolic group of

salicylic acid does not have a simple effect and

it is thought that a combination of electronic,
steric, solvation and. chelation effects must be

considered..
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DGERI]'TTITTAL

I Ì.'Ír{TERLALS - SO-U.Þ.CE Æ'ID PREPARATION

(a,) ïre ,Su-bsti'cu.ted. Benzoates rn D2O

Al-l- the hear.ry i^¡ater used. in tjris stu_d.y tias purchaseil from

eithe:: l,lercl;, Sharp and. Dohrne cf Canad.a (gg.f moLe f, D2O miniraum)

or irfatlresonr Coleman a;rd- lel-t (gç.5 rrcLe y'o DrO minimum).

Bu--u for one exception, a-l-l- the subs'cituted benzc'i c acid.s

used in i;his in-,¡estigation r,trere ccrûmerciall¡r avai-l-able. fheir

source is given in Tabl e I in the Results section. In every

case ihese aci ds \,¡el'e a,ssumecl to be pure enough for our purpcses

anci i.¡e::e u.sed. r'lithout further purification.

One substitutecl benzcic acid. r¡¡as prepared a"lrd. its s]¡nthesis

is given belor'¡.

ife:-a-4e'Lho$:""or"_a":g - T'ras prepar:ed- by a rnethyl-ation of m-

hyd::cxybenzoic acicÌ r.¡ith d-irneih¡ri-sulphaie.

In a 200-mf. ::ou:rci bo'r,torn flaslç eo.uipped. vith hea,ting

ma:rtle and. magnei;ic stirrer, 7.2 gm. (O.OyZ moles) of

m-hycrì.ro:ty-benzoic acid (Eas'cmam Organic Chernica,ls), 40 rnl. of

iO/c sod.iurn hyd-roxide solution (O.Of moles) and.9 ml-. (O.Of mcles)

of dirnethy]su-li:irate (i4athescn Co-l-ernan and. Betl) i+ere b::ci-rghi tc

refl-ur. Du-ring the four-hour refluxing period., an ad.d.itional

\O mf . cf l-O/o sod.ium hycì.roxicle so-l-ution ryas aclcled- drcp',"¡is.

'cirrough a sepa::atorti/ furulel. The so'llrtion l¡as allol¡ecl to cocl,

acid-ified. itith d.ilute HCl, cccled. in an ice bath and. the crud.e

m-roethc:cybenzci c ac j-d. r,¡a,s fil tered. of f .
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TABLE IX

Source and Physical ProperËies of the SubstiËuËed Benzovl Chlorides

SubstiËuent Source

-H EasËman Organic lit. b.p. L97.2oC (82 b)
Chemicals

p-NOZ Eastman Organic lit. m.p. 75oC (S2 b)
Chemicals

p-F Prepared b.p. 186-8oC 760 mm.

n-t-COIIn Prepared b.p. - 255oC 760 mrn.

n-crHro

o-F

o-C1

o-CF,

o-NO,

m-NO,

p-c6Hs

o-OH

o-CHro Prepared b.p. L}OoC 10 mm.

liË. 145oC 17 mm. (82 b)
254oc 760 mn. (82 b)

Prepared b.p. 116-BoC 1 mm.

1ír. 148-9oC 9 mm. (f01)

Prepared b.p. 90-1oC I mm.

1it. 149-150oC l0 rnm. (82 b)
275-Boc 760 mrn. (82 b)

m.p. 31.5-33.5oC
liË. 33-4oC (101)

35oC (82 b), (1ol)

Prepared b.p. - 2609C 760 rnm.

lit. 145oC 18 mm. (101)

Prepared b.p. - L95-7oC 760 mm.

Prepared b.p. 230-2oC 760 mm.

Lít 235-BoC (82 b)

Prepared b.p. B5-6oC 12 mm.

Prepared

Prepared b.p. 63-4oC 10 mm.

lir. 560, 59oc I rnm (101)
b.p. 90oc 18 mm

1iÈ. 92oC 15 nrm. (82 b)
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The vacurm d.istillation

isoLate the substituted.
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0ne-ancl-one-half gm. of scd.iurn salic¡rt ¿-ie (lritish Ðru_g

Hou-ses ) ',ras a,cLd.ed- tc 7.5 nl. of ice-cctd. thron¡rl cht orio-e and.

strrr"ecì in a co.¡ered. flask îot 2Lr hotr-rs at ::oom 'cemperature. The

c-Lisiillation aÞpa::a'¡us r,/es u.sed. as previoust)¡ desc::ibed. and. the

bcilrn3 1:ci-n'; cf sai_icyl ch_l_c_riiì_e is gil-en in Table fl(. This

a.cicÌ chlo::id-e hycÌr3lyzecì quite rapid.l¡r in a,ir ancl r,¡as stc::ed. Lurc]_er

\racuuJll.

A'c'cempts tc prepa.r:e scme of 'che other acid- chloricles r,rere

not su-ccessfu'] . The o- ancl p- arÉnobenzoyJ- chrci:icles coul-d. not

be plera::ecl by tlrese methocls and. onJ-y a n-L;rtu-,'e of the acj-d ancl

acid. hycì.::ochl oride could- be isolated..

The rn- and. p- hyclro:lybenzoic acid.s l¡ere treateC. d.irec'bly

t¡i'ch thiony'1. chlcrÍde alone and. in i;he presence of catalj¡sis

such as icd.-ine anC climetirylfcz.namrd.e. A sirnila:: rne-bhod. 'co Lhat

used. in 'che prepare'cion of sal icyl chl-orid.e r'Jas also attemp'cecì.

bni in i'lo case tr{as anii ac-Ld chloride isolated-.

Sitmlarly, thiosalicyl sh1.r:id.e coul-d" not be pi:epa::ed-

by d.i.rec'c action cf thionyt chl_ci:icle on the acid". No fr-r::'cher

a,tternpts Ì,Iere r1ad.e 'Lo synthesize a:r;,' of these a,cicl chlo::id.es.

The raethcd- of hvd-::oJ-¡r5js of these sJ¡n-i;hesized_ acicl chtorid.es

l'¡il I be gil-eir in the nert seciion cf this chap'cez..

The Subs'cr'cu-ted. Salicyla'bes in D20

Scme of the salicyl ic acicls u-sed. in this r¡ci:li r¡ere ccmr¡ter-

cieJJ-y ar¡ailabl e produ-cts e,nd. their scltïces a,.r:e given in Tabl e X.

The i:erna-i nd.er of the acicl-s had. been prev-icusty pl:epaÍecÌ in this

l-abora'ccry and- the me-bhccl cf syn'chesis is cutl-ined. by ei-bhe::

truns (nd cr Penner Q1z) u" seen frcni Table X.
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Source of the Substituted Salicvlic Acíds

Substituent Source

748

May and Baker

L. Light and Co., LEd. (England)

Eastman Organic Chemicals

Matheson, Coleman and Bell

Matheson, Coleman and Be1l

Aldrich Chemicals

F.-L. Kung (LL2)

F.-L. Kung (112)

T. L. Penner (L32)

T. L. Penner (132)

T. L. Penner (132)

ü
-r1

4-No2

5-No2

5-Br

5-C1

5-r

4-CH30

5-CH30

4-E

5-F

4-Br
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(") Tne Su-bstiiu-ted SalicyJ-ic Acids in CCJ-¡. a"nd. CliCI3

;Ul 'che a,cicÌs u-sed. in -this investigaticn a.re inclncled in

Table l{.

Carbcn tetrachlcrid.-e r¿a,s pu::ified- by the fol l-cr.ling s''cand.a::d

iechnique.

A mi>iu-r'e cf l-4OO rn-l-. of ::eagent CCl¡ (n:-sirer Ce::tified) and.

- ^ -.t¿)u îrL. or 2'jtc aqlr-eous soclium hl¡droxid.e scl-ution r'¡ere reflirxed. for

'ühree hours, cooleil ancì the laJ.ers sepa::a-bec1. The CC1L l-a]¡eï lfas

t,¡ashed tt,¡ice \,/ith 4OO rn-l-. pc::iions cf 'lr'ater> then 3 times l.¡ith

200 rnl-. pcrt-i oirs cf ccncentrated. 1{ZSO¡. oï r-rntil- the scl r-rti cn r¡a,s

col-crless, and then finally r+íth clisiil-l-ecl i,¡ater uni;il the aquecus

solution was neuiral to lii;mus. lhe CCI-¡, l-ayer \.ras 1,hen separated.,

clried. r¡i-bh stirring vi-bh a,nh;2fl¡er" calciu¡n ch-l-orid.e fcr 2l hou-r

a.,rd. -bhen or¡ernigh'c l,¡rth d.rierite again r'¡i th stl::ring. The CCI¡,

t'¡as-Lhen filte.red. and. d.Ístj-liecl. A prerr-ur cf l-)O m.l-. r¡/as Ciscald.eil

anci the firacticn ccrung off at 76.O-76.2c C. r'¡as ccllec'cecl and.

s'tol:ecÌ in a cl-ean, dry glass ccntainer. fhe ¡rield- r,las l0l0 rnt .

Chloroform d.ecompcses appreciab'Ìy in the presence of light

a-ncl ai:: c\rer a, period- of one c1a¡i. Thus commer:cial chl-orofo::m iras

a stabihzing a8en'c, usu-ally etha;rcl or a h¡zc1::ocarbon rni:l'cu-r'e,

aclcLeC 'üo i'ü. Tire e'¡hancl-s-babi I i zed- chl crcforin cou-ld- nc-l; be used

he::e as -Lhe eiira.ncl t+ill h]rdrogen bond- 'cc the acid..

Chlorofc,:rn (Fisher Cer'urfrecl) r;as purified. cf this eiha,ncl-

ancì i¡ate,: i:y rlethccls dlescribed. b¡r triese:: (5S ). The p'urrified.

chlcrofcrn i,ras storecL ove.¡ alurnina uniil r:ead.y tc use. Tne spec-b.:a,

cf acicis in sol-trticn iir 'chrs purified- chl-oroforrn and. in h¡rolrocarbon-

siabj-lized- chl-orofoz'rn (t,,iatl:escn, Colema,n and- Bell) vei:'. j-d.eir-uicaI
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a;rd since the h;rclrccarbcn-s'cabiiized- chl-orofc::n i'¡as rnuch easier

-L^ --^-^ì- -'ir-r^ t'- i,tes u-sed- as i;ire sol veirl in this -r'rorh. Tl:isU'.J lj.Jl.:r Vllt,llJ ju

chlcrcform lras u-sed- r¡i-t,irout furtl:er purif-i cat,ion e>lcep'c fcr

d.::;ri-irg c\rer d-l:ie::i'¡e for one day.

(¿) nerq!ç4_qerpglegË

Ihe comme-rciall¡r a'¿ail-al¡]-e nitr"obenzene (tr:-sher Cer-bifiecl),

o-nitrcphencl (nas-i:man O::gani c Cirernicats ), p-ni'crophet:ol (liathes"n,

Solematr and- Bell), sod-iurn benzoa'ce (Si^itlstr Drug ]{ouses) and scdium

salicylate (Britrsh Drug iÌouscs) rre,:e all used. l¡i'chout fu:'ther

purifi ca'ci on.

Ihe sooLium p-hyct-rcxybenzoaie rras pïepared- by d-issoj'¡rng 0.5 gm.

(o.oo36 rncles) of p-hydrcxybenzcic acid and. 0.L595 æt. (o.oo4o

moles) of soclium h¡rclro;:id.e (Fi.sner Certifiecl Reageir'c) in ro mr.

of i¡ater ancl slci.¡Iy er.ra,poialcing the scluti on. The salt r'¡as

por^ld-ered and. d.riecL a'c lOOc C. for one d.ay.

Spectrog:cade pota.ssi um bi:cmid.e (Intei:na'cional Crys'caI l,abo::a-

tcries) r,ras used in preparing'i;he clishs. The CCJ-\ ancì. DrO used.

in 'cire solutj-cn specira have been d.escríbed. i'¡hile t'he 99.)'fo merhanoL

r,¡as Fisher Cer'cified Reagent,
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II PREPARATION OF SAMPLES

(a) The Substituted Benzoates in DrO

The spectra in thís investigation were confined to those

of the salts because of the 1ow solubility of the acids. These

spectra were obtained in DrO as ít was almosË transparent ín

this regíon while HrO absorbed almosË completely. Thus Ëhe

problem of íntramolecular hydrogen bondíng in aqueous solutíon

r,r'as approached from a study of the sa1Ès in DrO solution.

A concentration of 0.15 M of the salt gave quite intense,

easily measurable peaks ín the carboxylate regíon and so Ëhís

concentration l^/as used ín all the aqueous solutíon spectra but

one which wí1l be described below.

A cell thickness of 0.05 mm. was chosen to give sufficiently

inËense peaks but a small enough background absorpËion of DrO.

A stock solution of approximately 0.20 M sodium hydroxide

in DrO \,üas prepared by adding the sodium hydroxide (Fisher

Certífied Reagent) directly to the DrO. This would lead to a

decrease in the mo1e % DrO content by only about 0.47", neglígible

in comparison to normal exchange involved in handlíng. The stock

solution was kept ín a tíghtly sealed volumetric until ready to

use. Then enough acid was weighed into a 10 m1. beaker to make

a 0.15 M. solutíon in 2 m!. of this 0.20 M. sodium hydroxide

solution in DrO. After adcling the stock solution, the volumeËric

and beaker \,^/ere sealed off wiËh Parafilm "M" (Amerícan Can

Çompany).

After the acíd was díssolved

0.15 M. solution of the acíd in a

DrO solution, the specËTa I¡/ere run

in the stock solution to give a

0.20 M. sodium hydroxide in

iinmediaËely. In one case,
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p-pilenyl-benzcic s.cj_d., a saturatecl solution of the acidL in the

basic soluticn had. to be used.. The sod-iu¡o sar-b of -bhis a.cid.

rnust r.rot ha"r¡e been sufficien'cly solubre. rn all other cases

^^-ttrith a 33Í5 e>:cess of base present, the acid. r,¡j-lr be j-n the fcrrn

of rts salt.

The fclror,ring prccecLu-re r,¡as carri ed- out i;o p:repare the scru-*

tions of the benzcate salts lrith ce,rbc>rylate glroups labellecÌ

t.¡r 1,lr o)t;¡ijen-IÕ.

That a,rnou.nt of acid. chlc:'icle, the ccrresponCing acicì. of r,¡hich

r¡hen d.isscrvecl in I ml. of 'cire 0.20 lyf. sod.ium hyclro:<id-e in D2o

stoc]< scluticn r,¡ou-ld. give a 0. 15 1,1. sc'lu-b-ion of 'che salt, itas

weighecl, if a" sclid-, or syringed-, if a tiq¡_ifl, intc a 2J rù. pear:-

shaped- flash itith a long necil and_ s'i;and.ard. ta"per fema,Ie joint.

Usual}y 20¡tL. or 2O-J0 lrg. of -bhe acid chlc::id.e r+a,s,l_ised_.

A diagram of the a.pparabus usecL is gi."'en in figure )CaKI.

Stopcocl; fff i¡as ¿lvays liept clcsecl and- s'copcocks \¡, VI and. VII

al na,i¡s cpen.

The pear-sÌra,1:ed. flasii coniaining -r,he acici chlorid.e i,ias placed.

on a, stand-ard- iaper male joint on the rack neai: s-bopccch lV at A.

The J gra. cf enriched. rra'cel coi:tairin1 \2.1 atcm /, o;cygen-J-B

f -- -(Yed.a iìesearch e-nd Developrnent Cc. Ltd-., Rehe.roth, Is.r:ael), rras

placeil in a, similar pear'-shaped. flasli at B. TÌre flasl.;s at A and"

B r+e.re frozen out in i-iquid. nitrogen and. then stopcoc.hs I, II, IV

a¡d. VIII t,iere cpeneC. Tne s-vsiem T'ras evacuated. i'rJ_1:h r,'acur-rm purirp

and. i:rercuï)¡ d-iffusion pump d-crrtr tc a pressut:e of l,-mcrons.
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SËopcocks II and VIII were Ëhen closed and the liquíd nitrogen

trap at B removed. After warming flask at B to room Lemperature,

stopcock VIII r¡as opened and approximately 1 ml. (a very large excess)

of the enríched water was distilled over to A. Stopcock VIII was then

closed and after one mínute, stopcock IV was closed. Then II was

opened to keep the rack pumped down and the liquid nitrogen trap aÉ

A was rernoved. AfËer warming the acíd chloride and enriched waËer Ëo

room temperature, flask A was ímmersed ín a beaker of waËer and heatíng

of Ëhe beaker was begun.

HeaËing of Ëhe mixture i^¡ith the boiling Trater bat.h aË A was

continued f.or %-16 hours depending on the ease of hydrolysis of the

acíd chloride and the ease of decarboxylation of the acid. For

salicyl chloride heating was disconËinued after %-L lnour as the

corresponding acid decarboxylates easily. No decarboxylatíon problems

r¡/ere encountered for the other acids. The lighter acid chlorídes,

p-fluoro, p-ethoxy, o-meËhyl benzoyl chlorides \¡/ere all hydrolyzed

by heating for 1-2 hours. The heavier acid chlorides especially the

solids r¿ere much more difficult to hydrolyze ar.d heatíng was usually

conËinued for 3-5 hours although some longer periods \^iere aËtempted to

see if any further exchange could be made to occur.

After the heatíng perÍod \^7as over, the burner and beaker \¡rere removed

and the bulb and its contents r¡rere allowed Ëo cool. Duríng the coolíng

period, Èhe r^iaËer in bulb B was again frozen out ín liquid níËrogen.

Then with sËopcocks II closed and IV and VII opened, the remaínder of

the unreacted enriched water vras redistilled from A to B. Now only

the acid was left at A. Then stopcocks IV and VIII were closed, II

r¡ras opened to pump down the rack, bulb A was removed and the apparatus
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vras ready for another hydrolysis.

Nor¿ 1 ml. of the stock 0.20 M sodium hydroxide in DrO soluÈion

was syringed inËo bulb A and the bulb sealed and shaken to dissolve

all the acíd. After dissolut.ion, the spectra v¡ere recorded.

A spectrum of Ëhe dianion in the case of the o-, m- and p-

hydroxybenzoíc acíds was obtained by makíng a solution again approxi-

maËely 0.15 M in acid but thís time ín 2 rn1s. of a 1M sodiurn

hydroxide in DrO solution. A 1 M soluËion of sodium hydroxide in

DrO lowers the Z DZO contenË of the r¡iaËer by about L.87" to about

98 mole "/. D2O. The HrO peak around 1470 cm-1 no\À7 r¡ras much larger

and the background absorption more intense. Thus three more

substituents, the o-O , m-O , and p-O- could be studied.

(b) SubstiËuËed Salicylates in D20

These solutions r¡/ere prepared in exactly Ëhe same manner as those

for the subsÈituted benzoates described above. They were again 0.15 M

in the salt in 0.20 M sodium hydroxide in D2O.

(c) Substituted Salicyclic Acids in CC14 and CHCI,

It was desirable, to make peak frequency measuremenËs more

accurate, to adjust the concentration of acid in CC1O and CHCI, so

Ëhat Ëhe monomer and dimer peaks \4iere approxímately equally intense.

It was found that 0.0015M solutions in CC1O and 0.0025 M solutions

in CHCI, showed Ëhís behavior and these concentraËions were used in

most cases. In CC1O, however, the nitrosalicylic were effectively

insoluble as even saturated soluËions gave no measurable absorption.

The lack of solubilíty of these acids ín CC1O prompËed the use of a

more polar solvent so thaË the nitrosalicylic acids would be more
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soluble and their specËra could be obtained.

Chloroform \¡¡as used as the solvent for these acíds but since

a more polar solvent will affect the carboxyl frequencíes all the

acids 'ürere run in this solvent. Hor¿ever, even in CHC1r, saturated

solutions of the nitrosalicylic acids had to be used.

Such diluËe solutions requíre long path lengËh cells to give

measurable absorption. A demountable ce11 ruiËh sodium chloríde

windows (InternaËional Crystal LaboraËories) was equipped wiËh a

home-made 5 mm (0.5 cm) Ëeflon spacer. This spacer had two holes

on opposiËe sides for easy cleaning and fillíng.

So, solutions of each acid used in CCIO and CIIC13 were prepared

and stored in 10 ml . volumetrics unÈíl Ëhe specËra r^7ere ruri.

(d) Related Compounds

The spectra of. niËrobenzene in the liquid was run as a thin

fílm between sodíum chloride plaËes. The nítrobenzene and o-niËro-

phenol solutions ín CCLO T¡rere approximaËely 0.2% and r4/ere run in 0.1rnm

fixed path length sodium chloride cells (Perkin-Elmer CorporaËion).

A saturated solutíon of p-nitrophenol ín CC1O was run in the same

cells.

The solutions in D20 and DrO-methanol were all saturated solutions

and were run in demountable cells with calcium fluoride r,rindows and

0.05 nm lead spacers.

The compounds run in Ëhe solid state in KBr disks were o-niËro-

phenol, p-nitrophenol, sodium benzoate, sodium salicylate and sodíum

p-hydroxybenzoate. The samples T,^7ere prepared by weighing approximately

0.3 mg. of the compound inËo 300 rng. of spectrograde KBr, placing the

mixËure into an amalgamator for 30 minuËes thus grinding it to a fine



poi^/der. The disk was made up ín a 1

to the instrucËions for the Beckmann

disks were placed in a sample holder
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inch diameËer meËal ríng according

5020 Potassíum Brorníde Die. The

and the specËra run.

III RECORDING AND MEASTIRING OF THE SPECTRA

All the specËra in this investígation were recorded on a Perkin-

Elmer Model 337 Tnfxared Spectrophotometer. Thís instrumenË is a

double beam, graËing monochromator ínstrumenL capable of resolution
_1

up Ëo 1 cm. Such a resoluËion is obtaíned by ehoosíng the lowest

slit \didth setting and Ëhe lowest speed scan motor (39 
"*.-l/*irr.).

The spectra vÍere recorded on such a scan on the insËrument recorder

and only that part of the spectra which concerned us here was recorded

and included. The spectra are reproduedd in the Results section.

The frequency measuremenËs were made by means of a more precise

technique. An Expanded Scale Readout kit coupled'Ëhe instrumenË

readout to a Brown potentiometer (Minneapolis-Honeywell Reg. Co.,

Brown InsËrumenËs Dívison) set at a chart speed of 40 sec./inch.

Thus on the external recorder charË, a calibration of abouË 26 cm-L/

inch would be obtained. Thís would spread out the peaks suffíciently

t.o measure them accurately wíth an erïor of perhaps 11 cm -1 
"" 

desired.

The ordinate of Ëhe chart paper was linear in percent Ërans-

miËËance and the absissa was linear in T,,iave number ir, "*-1.
The method of recording a spectrum is described be1ow. 0n each

scan, a calibratíon peak of eiËher polystyrene or indene r¿as recorded.

Then, withouË sËopping the scan, the calibration material was replaced

by the sample in the beam and that part of the specËrum \¡ie r{'ere interested

in (1700-1300 cm-1) was scanned. The sample rras then removed and Ëhe
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A second reference peak

was then recorded. Thus each run conÉains a caLibratíon peak before

and afËer the sample spectrum from which a calibration value of the

scan speed could be calculated. The sample peakfuequencíes could

then be calculated by interpolating between Ëhe two calibration

frequencies usíng this calibratíon value. In Éhose cases where only

one calibration peak was scanned, measurements were made using this

frequency and the average calibratíon value from all of Ëhe other runs.

For each set of runs, Ëhe same calibratíon materíal was used.

From a knowledge of the frequency difference of the peaks and the

distance apart of Ëhese two peaks on the recorder chart, a calibratÍon
-L ,.value in cm -/indn for each set could be found.

(a) Substituted BenzoaËes in DrO

A demountable cell with calciurn fluoride wíndows (International

Crystal Laboratories) was equipped wíth a 0.05 mm lead spacer Ëo obËaín

the spectra. Two or three drops of the solution obtained by dissolving

Ëhe weighed acid or the hydroLyzed acid chloride to make a 0.15 M solution

of the salt in the basíc DrO solutíon were syringed on to Ëhe plate.

The top calcium fluoride plate r^/as seË fírmly on top to squeeze out

Ëhese drops Ëo cover the cell evenly. The ce11 \.üas scre\^red firmly

together and Ëhe spectrum üras run.

Here índene (Aldrich ChemÍcals) in a 0.1 mm cel1 was used as the

calibration subsËance. It was scanned in the 1850-1700 and 1300-1250 crn-l

regions, the sample being scanned between. The peaks used as calibraËíon

were the L7g7.7 ! 0.5 "r-1 and the L288.0 t 0.08 cm-1 peaks.

The sample spectTum ín the calcium fluoride cell r¿as run againsË

aír Lor several Teasons. Firstly, the cell maËeríal did not absorb in
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Ëhis region. In 0.05 mrn cells, Ëhe DrO absorbs at 1550 cm'with an

absorbance of 0.45 (about 357" txansmittance). This peak, although it

is quíte Large, is very broad so the peaks of Ëhe salt superímposed

on ít will be shifted only negligibly as --Ëhe absorbance does not

change much as the frequency changes by 25 crn-l. However, to check

ouË this assumptíon, a few spectra of solutions in DrO were run

against DrO in the reference beam and the frequencies measured were

well within experímental error of those measured vs air.

Some HrO impuriËy in Ëhe DrO soluËíons gives rise to a peak

near !470-1"460 
"r-1 

in ouï spectra and Ëhe intensity of Ëhis peak

gives a rough idea of the amount of exchange occurring.

The average distance on the chart paper between the indene

calibration peaks was 19.484 t 0.025 inches:for 115 rurrs. The

frequency difference of Ëhese peaks was 509.7 "r-1 
(Perkin-Elmer

337 Instruction Manual). Therefore, the calibraËíon value was

-1 -'l509.7 cn -/L9.484x0.025 ín. = 26.1610.03 cm-ilnch. Since Ëhe longest

measurement between a sample peak and a reference peak is 10 inches,

then the uncertainty in the measurement of the frequency at a peak

ís 0.3 .*-1. Frequencies are thus comparable T,üithin this precision.

To estimate Ëhe absolute frequency of a peak, Ëhe uncertainËy in Ëhe

reference peaks must be added making a total uncertainty in peak

frequencies of 0.9 cm 1.

The dístances of the sample pêaks Ëo the indene peaks was Ëhen

measured and the sample frequencies calculated. The spectra and

frequencies are given in the Results sectíon. An error in the

frequency of Ëhe sample peak, from the above discussíon, should

-1Éhus be less than Ëhe quoted value of tl cm . A1l frequencies are

tabulaËed to Ëhe nearest .1 
"r-1.
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Each spectrum \"/as run ari average of three times and after

each run, the cells were cleaned and dried. The spectra of some of

Ëhe salts on whích measurements were made are found in Fígures vrrl
to XV.

(b) Substituted SalicvlaËes in DrO

solutions rùere prepared and spectra hrere run in the same !/ay

as described in part (a). rndene was again used as the calibratíon

material. For thís set, the calibration value was 26.Lg c*-r/inch.

The spectra and frequencÍ-es are given in the Results secËion.

(c) SubsËituted Salícyl.ic Acids ín CCLO and CHC1,

Lriith Ëhese spectra, polystyrene üras used as the calibration

material. Polystyrene peaks at 7944.0 and 1601.2 "*-1 were used for

calibraËíon. The calíbration value of 26.31 c^-r¡ínch was obtained

by scanning polystyrene frorn 2000 to 1580 
"*-1 mrry tímes.

The cells were fíl1ed by syringe after being rinsed wíth rhe

solution.

The difference in this calibration value of 26.37 cm-I/ínch and

Ëhat of 26.16 .r-l7írr.h obtained previously could be clue to several

reasons. Firstly, there may be some non-linearity in the wave number

scan of the ínstrument or, probably more 1ike1y, Ëhere will be

uncertainËy in Ëhe frequencies of the polystyrene peaks. No errors

have been quoted for these peaks but from their band widths, assumed

errors of t0.2"*-1 for the 1601-.2 "*-1 peak and t1.0 cm-l for the
_1

L944.0 cm ' peaks can be made which put these two calibration values

i¿ithín experímenËal error. This large assumed error of the ]]g44.o .*-1

peak ís quite feasible because of íts large breadth.

In CCI,, Ëhe distances r^7ere measured from the Lg44.0 
"r-1+
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polystyrene peak to the monomer peak and from the monomer to the

dimer peaks. Then usíng the above calíbration va1ue, the monomer

and dimer carboxyl frequencies rÀrere calculated.

In CHC1r, the solvent ruas found to give a very sharp peak aË

_1
1BB5 cm -. Many scans of polystyrene and CHCI, alone were run and

the frequency of this peak determined accurately. Then the d.isËances

of this CHCI. peak to the monomer peak and from the monomer to theJ'

dimer peak were measured and agaín the monomer and dimer peaks were

calculated. These frequencíes are all tabulaËed in the Results sectíon.

Only one of the spectra, that of 4-methoxysalicylic acid in CHC1, at

various concentrations, üras included (Figure XVIII) as all are very

similar.

(d) Related Compounds

Again the indene peaks at L797.7 and LZBB.O "*-1 hiere used for

calibration and a calibration valu e of 26.1-7 cm-L /inch was calculated

for this set. The measurements r¡/ere carríed ouË in a similar manner

as described ín part (a) and the frequencies are Ëabulated in the

Results section.

In all the spectra whích were included in the Results section,

none of the calibration peaks were included. AlËhough in some cases,

Ëhe absolute frequencies may not be,accurate Ëo * 1 cr-l, Ëhey should

all be comparable wiËhín this error estimate.
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Summary

(1) The aromatic, asymmetric and symmetric

carboxylate frequencies of a series of forty-one
o-, m- and p-substituted benzoates in DrO have

been measured. The asymmetric carboxylate

frequencies of the m- and p-substituted benzoates

have a linear correlation coefficient ot: 0.BOl

with o and a p value of +18.6 .*-1. The salicylate
ion does not seem to be anomalous with this
frequency near 1545 "*-1; the 1618 "*-1 peak,

initially assigned by Chapman et al. (31) to this
asymmetric peak is interpreted as an aromatic peak.

(2) The aromatic, asymmetric and symmetric

carboxylate frequencies of ten 4- and S-substituted

salicylates in DrO have also been measured. The

asymmetric carboxylate frequencies had a linear
correl-ation coefficient of 0.834 with o and were

fitted to the one-parameter {4} and two-parameter [I2]
Hammett equations. For {4}, the p value was +24.3

-1cm - white for {12}, pl was *29.9 "*-1 and p2 \^¡as

-5.8 .*-1. The two-parameter is significant at the

662 confidence leve1 and was rejecLed.
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(3) The monomeric and dimeric carbonyl frequencíes

of nine 4- and S-substituted salicylic acids in
CHC13 and GCI* have been measured. Only the

frequencies in CHCI, \^zere analyzed statistically.
Linear correlation coefficients with o for the

monomeric frequencies were 0.937 and for the dimeric

frequencies were 0.943.

For the monomeric frequencies, for equation {4},
p was +2L.3 cm-l while for equation tl2\r p1 was

-'t+25.4 and 02 was -4.3 cm -. The two parameter equation

was significant only at the BIA confidence level.
For the d.imeric carbonyl frequencies, for

equation ,{4}, p rnras +2I.5 "*-1 while for equation {L2},
pl !üas +25.7 cm-l and p2 \,vas -7.4 "*-1. The two

parameter equation was significant above the 95eo

confidence level.
(4) The asymmetric and symmetric carboxylate

frequenci-es of the benzoate ion and the o- and p-

hydroxybenzoate ion were measured in KBr and DrO and

compared to the asymmetric and symmetric nitro
frequencies of nitrobenzene and o- and p-nitrophenols

in KBr t CCL4 and DrO/methanol. The frequency shifts
\,vere interpreted in terms of intermolecular and.

intramolecular hydrogen bonding.
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